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ABSTRACT 

Three experiments were completed in this study in order 

to explore gist/verbatim independence/ dependence. The 

first experiment was interested in developmental differences 

in verbatim memory performance, while the second and third 

experiments were concerned with developmental differences in 

verbatim memory and in relationships between verbatim and 

separate forms of gist memories. Extant data have 

demonstrated that accurate performance on reasoning tasks 

does not rely on accurate verbatim memory. However, how 

separate gists interact with each other, and each in 

relation to verbatim memory, has previously received scant 

attention. 

Results from Experiments 2 and 3 revealed stochastic 

independence between gists, and between separate gists and 

verbatim memory. In addition, distinct developmental 

patterns were uncovered. Younger subjects appear to have 

performed most accurately on nominal gist, while second 

grade subjects performed worst on nominal probes. 

Similarly, second graders responded most accurately on 

relational probes, while preschoolers performed poorest on 

relational probes. Additionally, consistent with recent 

literature on memory development that finds verbatim

reasoning independence, verbatim probes were not found to 
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yield the highest rate of accuracy. If performance accuracy 

on reasoning tasks was dependent on accurate verbatim 

encoding, memory would have been better for verbatim 

information than for both relational and nominal. 

Experiment 3 explored the effects of training on gist 

extraction. Although training was not found to generate a 

statistically significant difference in performance for 

either age relative to the control groups' performance, 

indirect support for it's impact on performance was found, 

and reviewed. Relative to those in the control group, the 

preschoolers in the experimental group seemed to benefit 

from training and demonstrated a performance pattern 

comparable to that of the second graders', although 

significance was not determined in these experiments. 

In summary, clear evidence of verbatim-gist 

independence was found, and indicates that separate gists 

may also function as distinct and individual processes. 

Additionally, there was some indication that training may 

elicit comparable gist performance patterns between age

groups, but the subject pool in these experiments appears 

to have been too small to exploit a training impact. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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Due to inadequacies that emerged from the preeminent 

theories of cognitive development, that of Piagetian 

psychology and more recently Information Processing Theory 

(IPT) , an innovative theory was born and brought to bear 

upon those questions unanswerable from either forerunner. 

Fuzzy-trace theory (FTT) works from seven foundational 

assumptions in explaining the developmental diversity 

inherent in reasoning and remembering, the essential tasks 

which constitute cognition. The premise of central concern 

in this study was verbatim/gist independence, and is 

grounded in the principles of FTT. This introductory 

chapter begins with a brief description of FTT's 

predecessors, is followed by a synopsis of FTT's primary 

tenets, and ends with a summation of the issues of concern 

for this study. 

The Demise of Piagetian Theory 

Advances in the area of cognitive development have been 

numerous since Piaget first introduced his stage theory of 

cognitive development. Piaget believed that cognition 

changed qualitatively over the course of development, and 

become more complex and advanced as one moved into young 

adulthood. Piaget's broad-based, philosophical treatise 
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holds an appeal of sorts still today. However, results from 

contemporary research conflict with much of what Piaget held 

as true (Flavell, 1971; Brainerd, 1973; Gelman & 

Baillargeon, 1983). In fact, numerous studies have yielded 

empirical results that are inconsistent with Piaget's 

doctrine. These lines of inquiry led to a second major 

theory of cognitive development, that of Information 

Processing Theory (IPT). 

Information Processing Theory (IPT) 

The shift away from cognitive stage theory, it should 

be noted, was also reflected in a theoretical, metaphorical 

movement; Piaget's "Logician in the Mind" metaphor gave way 

to the IPT view of the "Mind as a Computer" (Brainerd, 

1990). By the late 1970's, IPT had replaced Piagetian stage 

theory as the dominant theory of cognition. IPT is rooted 

in a computer metaphor. IPT still today commands much of 

the attention within the field of cognitive development, and 

contemporary research in the field has illuminated the 

numerous Achilles heals of Piaget's broad, philosophically 

based theory. 

A key construct is the concept of a generic resource 

capacity. In contrast to Piagetian theory, cognitive 

success or failure is dependent on just how great is one's 

generic resource capacity (a performance factor). As 

children develop, they become more efficient in their 



ability to process information and/or develop an increased 

resource capacity (Dempster, 1985). 
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The conception of mind as a limited-capacity resource 

is a construct of central importance to the proponents of 

information processing. This resource acts in a generic, or 

nonspecialized, fashion. That is, no matter what type of 

cognitive task one has at hand, all processing is reliant on 

the one resource for performance. Therefore, in a problem

solving situation requiring more than one task to be 

performed simultaneously, one must draw from that one 

limited resource pool and primary task performance will 

consequently deteriorate. 

The dual-task deficit, as this has been called, is the 

phenomenon that appeared to offer strong support for 

resources (Bjorkland & Hanrnishfeger, 1989). Indeed, 

performing a secondary task in conjunction with a primary 

task decreases performance on the primary task, and leads to 

poorer primary task performance as compared to baseline 

performance of the primary task alone (Brainerd & Reyna, 

1989). Since one has only a limited processing capacity, 

proponents of resource theory state the deficit is due to a 

"sharing" of the generic resource in order to perform the 

two tasks simultaneously. 

Resource capacity appeared to have greater experimental 

support than Piaget's stage theory. However, more recent 
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research has challenged the generic resources hypothesis, 

and results that once supported a generic resource position, 

most notably the dual-task deficit, have since been 

explained in other ways by Fuzzy-Trace Theory. 

Brainerd and Reyna (1989) advocated an interference 

explanation for the dual-task deficit. They proposed that 

the addition of a secondary task generates noise to the 

activity, and decreases ones' ability to process 

efficiently. Consequently, a performance deficit is noted. 

Research by Brainerd and Reyna (1989) bears out an 

interference effect. 

Another major point of contention concerns the order in 

which individuals encode information. For years, it had 

been well-accepted that, in order for children to reason, 

they must first encode the necessary verbatim information; 

according to IPT, these precise pieces of information were 

foundational to accurate reasoning (Klapp, Marshburn, & 

Lester, 1983). In other words, reasoning is seen as a linear 

process that begins with the encoding of accurate verbatim 

traces and ends with reasoning from those traces. However, 

this belief has been challenged by numerous results that 

have found verbatim/gist trace independence; processing of 

each has been found to occur in parallel and not linear 

fashion (Brainerd & Reyna, 1990; Fischer & Chandler, 1991). 
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Fuzzy-Trace Theory 

Recent investigations of cognitive processing has 

supported trace independence, as proposed by Fuzzy-Trace 

Theory (Brainerd & Kingma, 1985; Brainerd & Reyna, 1988; 

1990a; 1990b; 1991; Fischer & Chandler, 1991). If only one 

generic resource exists, one not specialized to perform 

specific cognitive tasks, reasoning performance should be 

highly dependent on verbatim memory. However, Brainerd and 

Kingma (1984; 1985) found that memory and reasoning were 

independent across many childhood reasoning tasks. 

Moreover, FTT proposes that processing works from 

traces that are both precise and fuzzy. Older subjects 

demonstrate a processing preference at the fuzzy end of the 

continuum, while younger subjects prefer to work with 

verbatim traces of information from those more specific. 

These fuzzy traces are gist, and rather than seeing gist as 

simply a product of verbatim comprehension (a linear 

process), FTT believes that extraction of both types of 

traces occurs simultaneously, in parallel. 

As eluded to above, the fuzzy-processing preference is 

a developmental phenomenon. Brainerd and Reyna (1990) have 

found that younger children tend to utilize exact verbatim 

pieces of information (verbatim readout), while older 

children and adults tend to extract gist from which to 

reason. More specifically, young children prefer to encode 
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the exact verbatim pieces of information, while older 

children prefer gist extraction. This inclination to 

utilize gist has been labelled the fuzzy processing 

preference. Although younger children do not prefer to use 

gist, they do demonstrate the capacity to extract and use 

it. A question addressed in this study was whether younger 

children could be trained to extract gist as well as their 

older counterparts. 

In situations in which numerical information is 

encoded, Brainerd and Reyna (in press -a) have described two 

separate gists: 

1. relational gist, such as "Which has more, cows or 

pigs?"; 

2. nominal gist, "Which has the most, which has the 

least?"; 

Nominal gist extraction has been found to appear first, 

and relational second (Clark, 1970; 1973). To summarize, 

the basic principles of FTT are: 

1. children of all ages extract gist, or overall 

patterns; 

2. there is a fuzzy-to-verbatim continuum, or a 

"continuum of exactness," from fuzzy traces on one 

end to specific verbatim traces at the other end; 

3. individuals prefer to process with fuzzy rather 

than verbatim traces; 



4. one may use reconstruction from fuzzy-traces in both 

long- and short-term memory; one may use verbatim 

readout in short- and long-term memory; 

5. responding generates noise, or output interference, 

and; 

6. no common processing resource exists. 

Purpose of the study 

The purpose of this study was to study children's 

verbatim and gist memories or numbers, and to identify 

developmental differences in gist/verbatim dependencies. 
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We already know that children and adults extract gist. We 

also know that reasoning and verbatim memory tend to be 

independent processes. However, it is not yet known how the 

types of gist function in relation to one another and 

verbatim memory. Therefore, this study set out to determine 

variables. Are gists independent of one another? Are there 

developmental trends in gist formation; does one type of 

gist precede another in a linear fashion? The purpose of 

this study was to examine these questions. 

In summary, the questions of interest were: 

1. Are gists independent of, or dependent upon, each 

other? 

2. Does order of the verbatim-relational-nominal probes 

affect performance or impact how information is 

encoded? 
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3. Are there distinct developmental differences in gist 

extraction and in relation to probe order? 

4. If there are developmental differences, will training 

on gist extraction have an effect on these differences? 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Chapter 2 provides an historical overview of the events 

leading up to the development of FTT. This overview begins 

with a description of Piagetian theory and then shifts to 

the theory primarily responsible for the empirical demise of 

Piagetian stage theory, Information Processing. The review 

is concluded with a summary of Fuzzy-Trace Theory. 

Piagetian Theory 

Not many would argue that Piaget brought an attractive 

conception of cognitive development to psychology. None 

before him had studied cognitive development as broadly as 

did Piaget. In Europe, at the time Piaget was working out 

his theory, psychologists were primarily interested in 

intelligence testing. In contrast, American psychologists, 

such as Thorndike, Tolman, Watson, Hull, Spence, and 

Skinner, were dissecting behavior in order to better 

understand its component parts. Few at the time were 

attracted to Piaget's grand scheme of cognitive development, 

and fewer could accept a theory that revolved around 

internal thought processes. Additionally, most viewed 

Piaget's experimental methods critically. Piaget relied on 

clinical observations of relatively few subjects. In fact, 

most of his work on infancy was confined to his own three 
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children (Wadsworth, 1984). Additionally, Piaget's 

methodology relied strongly on subjects' verbal abilities 

and, as such, led to overly conservative performance 

estimates. For instance, Braine (1963) and Brainerd (1973) 

were able to demonstrate mastery of preoperational skills 

said not to appear until the age of eight were demonstrated 

as much as three years earlier. For these reasons, Piaget's 

theory was questioned on empirical grounds. 

Nevertheless, it is important to understand Piaget's 

theory if one is to comprehend the historical and 

theoretical direction of research. Therefore, a brief 

description of the important concepts of the theory will be 

given. criticisms that eventually led to the theory's 

demise are then discussed. 

Terms 

Schemata are the structures that make up the mind; they 

are the conceptual entities that represent the knowledge 

base from which children know their world, constructs only 

inferred to exist in a comparable fashion to, say, the 

Freudian concepts of Id, Ego, and Superego (Wadsworth, 1984; 

Bjorkland, 1989). Schemata are altered as new information 

about the world is gathered, and this occurs through a 

process of assimilation and accommodation; it is through 

these that the organism maintains a state of equilibrium. 



Assimilation is the mental action of placing incoming 

information into existing schemata. 
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Accommodation is what one does if there are no existing 

schemata with which to interpret new information. For 

example, if a child sees a cow for the very first time and 

has an existing schema for dog, the child may place the 

four-legged cow creature into this schema. In this 

situation, equilibration is met and the child is content. 

However, for example, if the child says "dog" to daddy and 

daddy says "no, that's not a dog, that's a cow", the child 

is placed in a state of disequilibrium, or imbalance. 

Disequilibrium can be thought of as a state of mental 

conflict. The child must accommodate novel information by 

developing a new schema that discriminates between dog and 

cow. 

Equilibration is a balancing act between assimilation 

and accommodation. As long as incoming information can be 

understood via pre-existing schemata, there is balance. 

Otherwise there is disequilibrium, or imbalance. However, 

disequilibrium is also the motivating force propelling the 

child to accommodate novel information into new schemata 

which in turn brings the organism back into a state of 

balance. 



sensorimotor Period: 0 - 2 

Piaget asserted that intellectual development begins 

with sensorimotor behavior (Wadsworth, 1984). Over the 
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first two years of life, intelligence was said to evolve in 

two major ways. First, according to Bjorkland (1989): 

. . • there is a progression from an action-based 
to a symbol-based intelligence, from sensorimotor 
to representational thinking. Second, there is a 
related change in personal perspective. Young 
infants ... are unable to differentiated themselves 
from the external world .•. By the end of the 
sensorimotor period, infants not only can 
distinguish themselves form the objects they act 
upon but also realize that these objects have 
an existence independent of their actions on 
them (p. 87). 

Piaget also believed that certain concepts developed 

during the sensorimotor period have an underlying motor 

quality to them. Two examples are object permanence, an out-

of-sight, out-of-mind task, and deferred imitation, delayed 

imitation of others. Object permanence and deferred 

imitation were believed to develop by recycling sequences of 

motor movements (Brainerd, 1978a). 

In the sensorimotor period, the acquisition of 

internal, mental representations is the overall objective of 

cognitive development and Piaget used the object search 

paradigm to measure this process (Piaget, 1954). If the 

infant possessed an internal symbol system, then the infant 

was able to carry with her a symbolic representation of 

objects irrespective of physical presence. Piaget in fact 
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broke up object search into two components, one visual and 

one manual. Moreover, he believed visual search preceded 

manual. Improved performance in visual and manual search 

was said to characterize the six stages of the sensorimotor 

period. 

stage 1: 0 - 1 month 

In the first month of life, the infant performs 

reflexive behaviors. Knowledge is assimilated through 

reflexive actions such as grasping, sucking, crying, and 

flailing ones' arms and legs. Piaget believed these 

repetitive and reflexive actions led to accommodation of 

external information into more specific schemata (Wadsworth, 

1984). 

stage 2: 1 - 4 months 

stage two reflects the infant's ability to discriminate 

between environmental stimuli. The more advanced ability to 

discern desirability of stimuli begins with assimilation of 

information into primitive, reflexive schemata. Here we see 

the infant suck only at the mother's breast or a bottle when 

hungry and not at other objects. The infant is 

accommodating, developing new schemata to discriminate 

between stimuli. Such discriminating behavior was 

interpreted by Piaget as reflecting the primitive beginnings 

of internalized organization. 
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Additionally, the infant begins to demonstrate habitual 

behaviors and a growing sense of awareness as a consequence 

of better hand-mouth, eye, and eye-ear coordination. 

According to Piaget, the ability to coordinate these 

movements is indicative of accommodation. Also, Piaget 

noted that an infant in the second stage " ... follow[s] the 

path of an object with her eyes after it has disappeared 

from view", and this action was interpreted as evidence of 

object permanence (Wadsworth, 1984; pp 44-5). However, this 

phenomenon has since been attributed to perseverative eye 

movement (Bower, 1974). 

Although intentional behavior has been modified from 

the strictly reflexive behavior of the first stage, goal

oriented behaviors are still absent from the second stage. 

Primary circular reactions are said to occur in the second 

stage of development, and are accidental or reflexive 

behaviors that become repetitive without intent, such as 

habitual thumb-sucking. Secondary reactions, on the other 

hand, are goal-oriented behaviors that develop during the 

third stage. 

Stage 3: 4 - 8 months 

During stage three, goal-oriented behaviors appear. 

These secondary circular reactions are advanced, 

intentionally repetitive behaviors meant to recreate or 

continue an already begun activity. Additionally, since the 
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infant is now capable of repetitive behavior, imitation is 

also possible. However, the infant does not yet initiate 

activities. Instead, she happens upon them accidentally and 

repeats the action only after she realizes it is 

pleasurable. For example, imagine a musical toy in an 

infant's crib. While flailing about, the infant accidently 

kicks the toy and makes it sing. The infant will now 

repetitively kick the toy in order to keep the music 

playing. 

stage 4: 8 - 12 months 

Intentionality and goal-directed behavior are the main 

accomplishments of the fourth stage; desire now precedes 

action. The infant is capable of reaching goals even if 

obstacles exist. She also continues to search out hidden 

objects, a behavior clearly demonstrative of object 

permanence and shape and size constancy. 

The ability to relegate responsibility for actions to 

others comes along with object permanence; the infant can 

now imitate others' behavior. But to do so, the child must 

be able to identify the to-be-imitated behaviors within 

their existing schemata. Imitation continues to develop in 

the following stage, although deferred imitation does not 

appear until the sixth stage. 
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stage 5: 12 - 18 months 

By now the child has learned to coordinate schemata in 

order to accomplish ends. What is new to the fifth stage, 

in addition to being what Piaget considered true 

intelligence (Wadsworth, 1984), is the development of 

problem-solving schemata; the infant now accommodates 

information as she experiments in a trial-and-error fashion. 

These tertiary circular reactions are variations on old 

themes and are utilized to achieve goals. 

Children continue only knowing the world by their 

physical actions on it and are not yet able to represent 

objects symbolically or to carry out actions mentally. For 

example, if a child was playing with a shape-in-a-box toy, 

she would need to physically manipulate a square, placing it 

in turn in the circle hole, triangle space, etc. until 

happening upon the correct fit. 

By now, the child has achieved object permanence and 

knows that out of sight is not out of mind. However, she 

cannot follow visible object displacements. For example, if 

an apple is hidden under cup A and then visibly transferred 

to cup B, a younger child will search under cup A, the first 

hiding place. In stage five, the child will now search 

under the last visible hiding place but, according to 

Piaget, she cannot yet follow invisible displacements. 
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stage 6: 18 - 24 months 

The stage 6 child mentally represents objects. The 

child no longer needs to experiment in order to solve 

problems but can think of a solution without having to 

physically act it out; when a bell is invisibly moved from 

cup A to cup B by hiding the bell in the palm of the hand 

while still shaking the bell for the child to hear, the 

child will correctly look under cup B for the bell. 

According to piaget, the ability to mentally represent 

objects (or create symbols) assists in understanding cause

effect relationships, in deferring imitation, and in the 

development of formal language. 

Also, the child now begins to put words together to 

form complete sentences. Piagetians believe language is 

only one aspect of symbolic representation, indicative of an 

already organized symbol system. Language is therefore seen 

as a reflection of cognitive development (Moore & Harris, 

1978). This belief runs contrary to that of psycholinguists 

who assert that language acquisition has innate and specific 

properties; they believe that the acquisition of language is 

actually independent of intelligence, appearing "at a time 

when [the child] is not capable of complex intellectual 

achievements ..• " (Chomsky, 1968, p.66). 



criticisms of the Sensorimotor Period 

Criticisms of Piaget's sequenced, step-like 

conception of development have been elucidated by Flavell 

(1971), Brainerd (1978b), and others. Empirical results 

inconsistent with Piaget's conception have also been 

reported (Brainerd, 1978a; Moore & Harris, 1978; Bower, 

1982; Gelman & Baillargeon, 1983). Much of the criticism 

has been directed toward Piaget's methods of study which 

were thought to be overly conservative. If Piaget's 

original methodology could be adjusted to make it more 

sensitive, object per.manence might actually appear much 

earlier (Brainerd, 1978a). This is in fact what happens 

(Bower, 1971). 
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The earliest form of object permanence was said to 

involve visual tracking. The infant follows an object as it 

rolls, falls, or is moved, which occurs between the ages of 

one and four months. Bower and Paterson (1972) demonstrated 

that the apparent tracking of an object's motion was an 

artifact of eye movements. 

Additionally, the use of manual search was also 

criticized. For instance, the infant may have simply lacked 

muscle coordination, not object permanence. Based on this 

hypothesis, Bower (1971) measured object permanence via 

changes in heart rate. He showed infants ranging in age 

from 20 to 100 days an object. After looking at the object 
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for a specified length of time, view was obstructed. The 

length of time occluded ranged from 1.5 to 15 seconds. On 

half of the trials, with the infant unable to see, the 

object was removed from behind the screen. On the other 

half of the trials the object was left in place. Surprise 

was inferred if, when the screen was removed, the object was 

no longer there and there was an increase in the infant's 

heart rate. A surprise reaction was said to be indicative 

of object permanence. When the screen was raised after the 

1.5 second interval, all infants, regardless of age, 

demonstrated an increased heart rate when the object was 

missing but not when the object remained. For the longest 

time interval, only the oldest infants' heart rates were 

found to increase. This study suggests that memory is an 

important factor in the development of object permanence. 

Two other studies illustrate the impact of memory on 

object permanence. Gratch et al (1974) showed that even 

brief search delays led to perservative behavior. A 

standard two-choice paradigm was used, where an object was 

visibly displaced from place A to place B. with no time 

interval between movement of the object and infant search, 

11 out of 12 infants were able to retrieve the object from 

the new hiding place. 

Bjork and Cummings (1984) found that infants who were 

given multiple hiding options, in contrast to the standard 
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two hiding options, did not perseverate. Instead, they made 

wrong choices closest to the correct displacement of the 

object. contrary to Piaget's belief that stage four infants 

"know" objects based solely on their actions, this study 

suggests that short-term memory failure is responsible for 

infants' errors. If incorrect responses were due to 

perseveration, then infants should have chosen the place 

where the object was last seen and not the place closest to 

the correct displacement. 

Preoperational Period: 2 - 7 

The goal of the pre-operational period is to eradicate 

egocentricity. To do so, the child must be able to mentally 

represent events and objects. Piaget listed five such 

representations, all said to develop in a specific order. 

Deferred imitation, the first, appears during the second 

stage of the sensorimotor period. During the pre

operational period, symbolic play, drawing, and mental 

imagery, develop. Language is the final representational 

form to appear. 

Language 

Piaget claimed that preoperational language was non

communicative in the sense that it was used to self

stimulate rather than for communicative purposes. 

Egocentric speech, he said, lacked a true quality of 

communication and carne in two forms: monologues (talking to 



oneself) and collective monologues (talking in front of 

others but not really caring if they hear or not). 
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By the age of five or so, Piaget believed socialized 

speech evolved. Socialized speech involves an exchange of 

ideas and thoughts between participating individuals and 

thereby stimulates continued verbal interaction. Piaget 

stated that approximately 75% of children's early language 

is egocentric, though more contemporary estimates range from 

5% (Johnson & Josey, 1931-32) to 40% (Mccarthy, 1954). 

Consequently, Moore & Harris (1978) concluded that 

"Piagetian theory looks like an unlikely candidate for the 

elucidation of language learning procedures" (p. 156). 

Egocentrism 

piaget believed that the pre-operational child was 

bound by her own perceptions, unable to take on the role of 

another. The mountain problem is the classic paradigm used 

to demonstrate egocentrism. In this experiment, the child 

is placed in a chair facing a mountain replica, and she is 

asked to draw a picture of what she sees. Perpendicular to 

the child, sits a doll. The child is then asked to draw 

what the doll is seeing, but children in the preoperational 

period typically draw the mountain from where they 

themselves are seated. 
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Transformations 

Piaget believed that preoperational children are unable 

to mentally perform transformations. Instead of cognitively 

representing an entire series of events and their eventual 

outcome, there is a tendency to focus on the specific 

elements of the sequence, known as centration, and therefore 

miss the transformations. 

centration 

Again, the preoperational child's attention to the 

specific detail in a sequence, as opposed to its' entirety, 

is called centration. The child is unable to "de-center", 

or shift, off specific elements in order to gain a picture 

of the complete situation. Therefore, centration can be 

seen as inhibiting the preoperational child's performance of 

mental transformations. 

Reversibility 

Reversibility is the ability to mentally reverse a 

sequence of events. Piaget saw reversibility as a key 

aspect of intelligence, and believed reversals were 

necessary to complete logical calculations (Wadsworth, 

1984) • 

Conservation 

Preoperational children are said to be unable to 

perform conservation problems, ostensibly because of their 

inability to de-center, to reverse operations, to utilize 
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transformational operations, and to abandon egocentrism. 

For example, number conservation paradigms typically involve 

the use of two parallel rows of equally spaced coins. If a 

preoperational child is asked "Are the rows equal?", the 

child will answer affirmatively. But if one of the rows is 

arranged so that the coins extend much farther out, the 

preoperational child will say that the longer row has more 

coins; the child is bound by his or her perceptions, unable 

to consider the entire operational transformation. 

Piaget proposed that there is an order in which 

conservation of specific types is attained. Additionally, 

he believed that development must occur in a natural way, 

through a self-discovery method. This unguided, trial-and

error method is the way children acquire skills and attempts 

to teach these skills through feedback, modelling, or 

training of attentional skills are unnatural means of 

attainment. Furthermore, Piaget made it clear that he saw 

learning, or instruction, as the" American question" 

(Brainerd, 1978a). 

Disconfirming Research 

Piaget agreed that concepts of conservation could be 

trained during the transitional state between the pre

operational and concrete operational stages, but only by 

means of a self-discovery method (Bjorkland, 1989). 

Beilin's (1965) research appeared to confirm Piaget's 
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prediction. However, a later study by Brainerd (1977) found 

that Beilin's results incorporated important artifacts and, 

when removed, learning was found to be independent of stage. 

In another study, Zimmerman & Rosenthal (1974) 

demonstrated that the acquisition of conservation skills did 

not have to involve a self-discovery method. They used a 

modelling procedure to train children on conservation tasks 

and found that the experimental group's performance was 

significantly better than that of the control group's. 

Likewise, Gelman (1969) used an attentional method of 

training. She believed that pre-operational children were 

not conserving because they were attending to the wrong 

dimensions. Gelman found that children trained to attend 

to key aspects of a task were able to conserve and that they 

transferred these attentional skills to other types of 

conservation problems. 

Moreover, Piaget's research on egocentrism has been 

criticized for it's use of complicated visual displays. As 

a result, studies that utilized simplified methods were able 

to demonstrate that children who typically made egocentric 

choices on more complicated Piagetian problems made 

nonegocentric choices on these simplified tasks (Flavell, 

Everett, Croft & Flavell, 1981). For example, Flavell et al 

(1981) discriminated between two levels of egocentrism. In 

the first level, children as young as age two-and-a-half 
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were able to determine that another was seeing something 

they were not. To illustrate, imagine a card that has a 

picture of a dog on one side, and a cat on the other. If a 

child were looking at the side with the cat picture, the 

experimenter would ask what picture the experimenter was 

seeing. Children generally performed well on these modified 

mountain problems. 

Second level problems are said to be more complicated 

and, therefore, not consistently solved until the age of 

four or five (Flavell, 1981). On this task, the child is 

shown a card similar to that used in the previous 

experiment. However, here one side shows a right-side-up 

picture while the reverse side exhibits an upside-down 

impression of the same image. Again the child is asked what 

the experimenter sees. The results of Flavell's work 

clearly illustrated that egocentrism is not as hindering nor 

as pervasive as Piaget originally claimed. 

Concrete Operations: 7 - 11 

In the stage of concrete operations, children's 

thinking becomes logical as the child masters egocentrism, 

lack of transformational reasoning, centration, and 

reversibility. The child now performs conservation, 

seriation, and classification tasks. 

Seriation is the ability to place objects in an 

ascending or descending order. As early as age four, 
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according to Piaget, children demonstrate this most 

primitive form of ordering. However, children do not 

seriate until the age of seven or eight primarily because 

fully developed seriation is dependent on the ability to 

make transitive inferences; the child must understand that 

if A is less than B, and B is less than C, then A must also 

be less than C. Classification, on the other hand, 

necessitates the ability to place objects into meaningful 

categories based on similarities between them. 

During the first stage of classification, children 

categorize unidimensionally. For example, a red square will 

be placed with a red circle. Here, color is the unifying 

dimension. Next, a white circle might be placed with the 

red circle since both are circles. Differences existing 

between objects are ignored. In the second stage, though 

still unidimensional, one attends to these differences 

previously ignored. 

During the third stage, children can also comprehend 

class inclusion. For example, the subordinate category of 

birds is now subsumed under the superordinate set of animals 

and, likewise, bluejays can now be seen as a smaller subset 

of the bird category. One should note the similarity to the 

advanced seriation skill of transitive inference. 
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Disconfirming Research 

Trabasso's (1977) findings concerning transitive 

inference are illustrative of numerous experiments that 

demonstrated that abilities necessary to perform concrete 

operations are present much earlier than originally proposed 

by Piaget. Piaget stated that children are not able to 

complete problems of transitivity until the age of seven or 

eight. Trabasso (1977) believed that memory was responsible 

for their inability to solve these problems and, if 

corrected, transitivity problems could be solved at an 

earlier age. Trabasso trained children to remember specific , 
premises (adjacent pairs like A > B, B > C), and, after 

training, they were probed on non-adjacent pairs. Children 

as young as age four were able to answer these questions 

correctly. 

Brainerd & Kingma (1984) challenged Trabasso's 

conclusion that children's reasoning is dependent on the 

short-term retention of background information, arguing 

instead that reasoning and memory are independent processes. 

This topic will be covered in greater detail shortly. At 

this point, it will suffice to say that there is 

disagreement about how children begin to reason 

transitively. 
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Formal operations: 11 - 15 

In formal thinking, children use logic in an abstract 

way, and in ways not tied to direct experience. Thinking 

can be much more complex because there is freedom to think 

in a hypothetical and theoretical fashion. Therefore, the 

child is capable of moving "beyond the confines of everyday 

experience to things which we have no experience II (Brainerd, 

1978a p. 205). The child can think deductively, reasoning 

from factual premises to accurate conclusions. The child 

can use hypothetico-deductive reasoning to deduce accurate 

conclusions from hypothetical premises. 

The pendulum problem is an illustration of the formal 

operational paradigm. Here, the child must utilize 

propositional operations in order to correctly solve for the 

problem. To explain a pendulum's rate of movement, the 

child must be able to manipulate one factor at a time while 

holding all others constant. Factors such as weight of 

object, length of string, height of release, and rate of 

oscillation need to be considered, as well as levels within 

factors. Preoperational children tend to conclude that it 

is their action, or push, on the string that is responsible 

for the rate of movement of the pendulum. By contrast, the 

concrete operational child concludes that both length and 

weight are the responsible factors. Neither, therefore, is 

able to discern that length is the sole variable. 
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Disconfirming Research 

The various criticisms directed at the formal 

operational stage stem primarily from the belief that no one 

is genuinely formal in their thinking. Neimark (1975) gave 

problems requiring the use of formal operations to both 

college students and older adults. She found that a large 

number of subjects from both groups failed these tasks. 

Generally, this result has been echoed in the research of 

many other investigators (Brainerd, 1978a). Following, 

however, is a brief introduction to a competing theory of 

cognition, one that has generated many of findings that are 

contradictory to piagetian theory. 

Information Processing Theory 

Information Processing Theory (IPT) has become the 

leading framework from which to explain cognitive 

development. However, no single IPT claims to explain all 

of cognition. IPT's and Piagetian theories disagree on 

whether cognitive development hinges on the development of 

memory or on cognitive structures (Brainerd, 1983). 

IPT sees mind's inner workings as analogous to the 

mechanics of a computer. The goal, it is said, is to 

process incoming and/or stored information. An illustration 

of a processing model is given by Atkinson and Shiffrin 

(1968), though other models of working memory exist (for a 

review, see Brainerd, 1983). Their model contains four key 
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elements: encoding, the representation of incoming 

information; short-term memory (STM), often used 

synonomously with working memory, a limited and rapid-decay 

store where memory and processing of information are both 

said to occur; long-term memory (LTM), a large, slow-decay 

memory store, and; retrieval, the ability to utilize 

information previously stored in LTM. These are the 

building blocks of a processing model, and they work in a 

serial fashion. 

The first step of the process is to define and 

represent incoming information through the IP system. For 

example, what is seen, heard, touched, smelled, or tasted 

must be represented and encoded in order to be processed 

through the system. These pieces of information are called 

traces. 

After information is encoded, it is placed in STM where 

the traces are either acted upon by means of rehearsal, 

transferred to long-term memory, or are lost. Information 

in LTM may also be retrieved back to working memory, and 

retrieval is said occur when traces currently held in 

working memory trigger information needed from LTM, such as 

operations to complete the task at hand. Failure to 

retrieve information is commonly called forgetting. 
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Generic Resource Capacity 

cognitive success is not dependent on developing 

competencies according to IPT; performance relies instead on 

a generic resource capacity, or a limited processing space 

that changes with development. The concept of a limited 

capacity carne from the span of apprehension studies 

originally performed by Jacobs, and Ebbinghaus in the 

1880's. In independent studies, they found that individuals 

can only remember a limited number of items accurately. 

Their findings were more recently supported by Miller 

(1956), who found that individuals accurately remember five 

items, plus or minus two. Based on studies along these 

lines, memory span has become a size determinant of STM. 

Salthouse (1989) used a money analogy as one way to 

conceptualize a limited processing space. For example, if 

one had $200 to spend, he could use the money in many 

different ways; he could spend it all on one item or on 

many. He can be efficient with his money, looking for 

bargains, or he could get a better paying job in order to 

increase the amount he has to spend. In other words, he can 

either be more efficient or he can increase his capacity. 

Lik~.money, there are a limited number of units in 

memory with which one can work. When these units are 

exhausted, processing is shown to be limited. with age, 

children become more efficient with their ability to process 
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(Case, 1984), and/or develop an increased resource capacity 

(Dempster, 1985). 

Memory-reasoning dependency is an additional and 

related issue (Dempster, 1978). IP proponents believe that 

specific background items need to be encoded in order for 

children to reason. Memory for and reasoning with these 

necessary background items is said to take place in working

memory (or short-term memory). According to IPT, the more 

memory taxes resources, the less processing space one has 

left with which to reason. Therefore, IPT predicts that 

with increased memory load comes decreased reasoning 

ability. In contrast, childrens' performance on reasoning 

and memory tasks are explained by memory inefficiency, 

insufficient capacity, or both. 

Dual-Task Deficit 

Proponents of the limited capacity model cite the dual

task deficit as a supportive finding (Bjorkland & 

Harnishfeger, 1989). When two tasks, say a simple motor 

task such as finger tapping and a cognitive task such as 

locating missing digits in a number series, are performed 

simultaneously, performance on the primary task, whether 

motor or cognitive, will decrease when the secondary task, 

whether motor or cognitive, is introduced. 

Case (1984) proposed an alternative developmental 

efficiency model, one more directly related to increased 
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efficiency. He depicts two structurally different "spaces" 

of memory. These spaces are highly inter-dependent and, 

when combined, make up all of processing space. storage 

space is said to be analogous to capacity since it is a 

place where a limited amount of information may be stored. 

operating space, in contrast, is the space allocated to 

mental operations needed to problem-solve. Case believes 

that the young child's total processing space can be 

visually represented as two spaces of equal size. strategic 

efficiency is developed in the older child and therefore 

requires less operating space. This developmental change in 

efficiency necessitates a structural change in processing 

space. Therefore, space originally allocated to the 

operating domain may now be transferred to storage space. 

Fuzzy-Trace Theory 

Piaget used the Logician in the Mind metaphor while IPT 

promoted a metaphor of Mind as a Computer. Interestingly, 

Brainerd and Reyna (1990a, in press-a) have found that these 

two metaphors are analogous to mathematical metaphors. 

Logicism, as the word implies, involves the act of "doing 

logic", similar to Piagetian metaphor. Formalism 

represents a game of abstract symbols, manipulated and moved 

in compliance with a set of rules and guidelines. Implicit 

within the description of formalism is the computer analogy 

of IPT. 
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FTT, on the other hand, embraces the metaphor of 

intuition; it describes the relationship between more 

flexible and individual pattern-like pieces of information, 

using rules from which knowledge is assembled. Brainerd 

and Reyna (1990) stress this point, stating "that the 

informational items from which these rules construct new 

knowledge [are] presumed to be in the nature of patterns, 

templates, and skeletons" (p. 6). They see human cognition 

"as a system in which inferences are drawn by processing 

vague, gist-like representations (fuzzy traces), as well as 

a system in which previously encoded information is often 

remembered by processing these same impoverished 

representations" (ibid, p. 7). 

Assumptions of FTT 

Gist Extraction Gist, in contrast to verbatim 

information, is the pattern-like representations or over-all 

meaning extracted from information. Gist is the break-down 

of incoming information into its simplest form; it is what 

Brainerd and Reyna (1990) call "reduction to essence". 

When processing, gist traces and verbatim traces are 

thought to be extracted simultaneously (Brainerd & Reyna, 

1990). For example, in a transitive inference problem where 

a child sees a series of objects where A < B < C (read a is 

less than b is less than c), she is simultaneously 

extracting the verbatim traces, "A is smaller than B" and "B 
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is smaller than C", etc, and gist traces such as II A is 

smaller than both Band C" (relational gist), and "C is the 

biggest ll (nominal gist). If this series is altered, say by 

adding C > D > E (read c is greater than d is greater than 

e), the child must extract traces contrary to what she 

originally encoded. Therefore, she must edit previously 

encoded information. Brainerd and Reyna (1993-b) call this 

lion-line editing", where pattern adjustments are made 

immediately as inconsistent information is introduced. 

Verbatim traces, on the other hand, are not altered but 

continue to be extracted as precise and exact trace 

replications. 

IPT has proposed that verbatim pieces of information 

are the foundation on which reasoning and remembering rest 

(Brainerd & Reyna, 1990). This is an interesting conclusion 

in light of long-standing contradictions to the former found 

in animal research, where animals seem to use gist to solve 

reasoning problems (Harlow, 1949; Tolman, 1959). 

In studies with children, Brainerd and his colleagues 

have obtained similar results to those of Harlow (1949) and 

Tolman (1959). Using traditional class inclusion, 

probability judgement, conservation, transitivity, and 

mental arithmetic paradigms (Brainerd & Kingma, 1984, 1985; 

Brainerd, 1985; Brainerd & Reyna, 1988), they have found 

that children extract gist during encoding and then retrieve 
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these pattern-like traces in problem-solving situations. In 

fact, children tend to extract gist prior to receiving all 

of the verbatim background information in its entirety 

(Reyna & Brainerd, 1993-b). 

Fuzzy-to-Verbatim continua Brainerd and Reyna (1988) 

postulated a continuum of trace precision that offers the 

individual numerous problem-solving options. These choices 

fall along a continuum where one might use verbatim traces 

located at one extreme, fuzzy-traces found at the other 

extreme, or variations in between. 

Though it might seem that these traces are highly 

interdependent, results to the contrary have been found to 

be true (Brainerd and Reyna, 1990). In fact, memory and 

reasoning independence has been extensivelY demonstrated in 

the literature (Brainerd & Kingma, 1984, 1985; Brainerd & 

Reyna, 1988, 1993-a, 1991a, 1991b; Fischer & Chandler, 

1991). Studies performed by Brainerd and Kingma (1984, 

1985) led to two general conclusions. First, performance on 

reasoning tasks is independent of memory of background 

facts. This has been supported by stochastic independence 

between memory and reasoning; performance on reasoning tasks 

has been found to be independent of performance on memory 

for the background facts. Second, manipulations affecting 

memory for verbatim background information have been found 

to have no effect on reasoning ability, and visa versa. 
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Fisher and Chandler (1991) replicated the independent 

processing effect between verbatim and gist memory, and also 

demonstrated that an inoculation effect, or an initial 

testing of memory prior to a final test given to decrease 

the forgetting rate, elicits a generalization effect for 

gist items but does not create the same phenomenon with the 

verbatim items. The verbatim inoculation test only 

prevented forgetting on the final test if the same message 

was used in both pre- and final tests. 

Additional support for memory-reasoning independence 

comes from the large body of literature on script memory. 

Here, the literature consistently demonstrates that stated 

actions are often confused with those unstated but inferred 

by the subjects (Bower, Black & Turner, 1979; Bower & Clark

Meyers, 1980; Graesser, Woll, kowalski & smith, 1980; 

Kintsch, Welsch, Schmalhofer & Zimny, 1990). Evidently, 

subjects are extracting and using gist to respond. 

viewing memory as schematic was first proposed by 

Bartlett (1932). Schema theory posits that memory for 

complex events is degraded and incomplete. Additionally, 

specific and individual schemas mayor may not be activated 

by incoming information relative to that schematic 

structure. More recent research by Alba & Hasher (1983) 

demonstrated that "memory for complex events is far more 

detailed than schematic processes would allow" (p. 225) and 
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also proposed that the concepts of schema theory are equally 

insufficient in explaining memorial process. However, 

contemporary lines of inquiry offer theoretical explanations 

for the apparent fuzziness of complex information (Brainerd 

& Reyna, 1990). 

Script theory looks at stereotypes of common scenarios. 

Items that are typical in the generic script tend to be more 

difficult to discriminately recall. This phenomenon is 

known as the "typicality effect" (Bower, Black, & Turner, 

1979; Graesser, Woll, Kowalski, & Smith, 1980). Adams and 

Worden (1986), and Graesser and his colleagues (1980) found 

a typicality effect for both younger and older children. 

However, the younger subjects had a higher hit rate for 

typical items and a higher false alarm rate for the atypical 

items (Adams & Worden, 1986), a result consistent with FTT. 

Also, again coming from the script literature, Hudson 

and Nelson (1983) found that younger children tended to 

remember highly detailed and relatively insignificant 

features of scripts while older children recalled broader 

themes. Similar results have been reported by Bjorkland and 

Muir (1988). Additionally, Adams and Worden (1986) found 

that younger children had a difficult time weeding out 

atypical items from memory for script. 

Studies demonstrating a developmental transition away 

from exact replications of information to those more topical 
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are consistent with the verbatim-to-gist shift predicted by 

FTT (Brainerd & Reyna, 1990). FTT focuses on the shift from 

a memorial base, while earlier transpositional studies 

focused on linguistic and attentional shifts (Bower, 1981). 

In fact, Kuenne (1946), and Kendler and Kendler (1962), 

focused on developmental shifts, moving from absolute to 

relational terms. In contrast, Gelman (1969) demonstrated 

an attentional object-to-concept shift with increasing age. 

Clearly, all of the above demonstrate a developmental shift 

away from the younger child's reliance on verbatim 

information to the older child's reliance on gist. 

Support for reasoning/remembering independence is also 

found in the differential decay rates of traces (Brainerd & 

Kingma, 1984; Brainerd & Reyna, 1988). It is widely 

recognized that verbatim traces rapidly decay while fuzzy

traces tend to be resilient and long-lasting. 

Two additional points need to be made before concluding 

this section. First, with numerous traces running from 

verbatim to fuzzy, performance does not have to rely solely 

on the retrieval of verbatim traces; a task may also be 

performed by utilizing gist in situations where verbatim 

recall would not necessarily facilitate task completion. 

Brainerd and Reyna (1990) call this the "law of 

overdetermination", where "failures to retain any given 

piece of verbatim information are rarely determinative for 
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accurate performance because subjects have recourse to 

backup information" (p. 17). Secondly, due to the law of 

overdetermination, it is beneficial to store a continuum of 

traces. Reliance on a specific type of processing strategy 

is unnecessary since one may instead choose from a number of 

processing options. 

Fuzzy-Processing Preference Children have been found 

to use the most degraded traces available in problem-solving 

situations. Brainerd and Kingma (1985) labelled this the 

fuzzy-processing preference. Brainerd and Reyna (1990) 

offer six reasons why these skeleton traces are preferred: 

Trace Availability. Verbatim traces decay more rapidly 

than gist traces. Information cannot be processed if it 

does not exist. Hence, gist traces are more reliable and 

therefore are more available than are verbatim traces. 

Trace Accessibility. More accessible traces will be 

used more readily in problem-solving. Ackerman's (1985) 

conception of encoding specificity states that traces are 

accessible to the extent that the retrieval cue represents 

the trace. A key-to-lock analogy is appropriate, where 

verbatim traces require a finely etched and detailed key to 

access the lock. Gist traces, in contrast, require a simple 

key of minor complexity to access any of a number of locks. 

Trace Malleability. Verbatim traces are precise and 

rigid, allowing for little if any generalizability. Gist 
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traces, on the other hand, are flexible and schematic. When 

adding new information to working memory, for example, it is 

much easier to accommodate the verbatim information of F > E 

> D (read II F is greater than E, E is greater than D") to a 

pre-existing gist pattern of "things get longer to my left" 

than it is to encode the additional verbatim traces of F = 

17.5 cm, E = 17 cm, D = 16.5 cm to the previously encoded 

traces of A =15, B = 15.5, and C = 16. 

Processing Complexity. Verbatim-processing operations 

are more complex than are gist-processing operations and, 

due to the complexity of verbatim processing-operations, the 

length of time to execute these operations is significantly 

longer. 

Parallel processing. Brainerd and Reyna (1990) state 

that "parallel processing is a by-product of the preference 

for operating on fuzzy traces II (p. 23). Their conclusion is 

based on the fact that subjects tend to extract gist 

patterns from information prior to all verbatim traces being 

encoded. For example, when looking at a transitive 

inference problem of A > B > C > D, where the first two 

premises are A > B, B > C, the fuzzy-trace pattern "things 

get smaller to my right" can be extracted; the additional 

verbatim information only confirms this conclusion. If the 

verbatim information given changes mid-way, reading instead 



A > B > C < D, the gist pattern would change accordingly. 

As stated earlier, this is known as on-line editing. 
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Least Effort. Nature functions on the Law of Least 

Effort, and fuzzy-processing is consistent with this law. 

Fuzzy traces are simpler, more accessible, more malleable 

and efficient, and therefore preferred by subjects in 

information processing situations. The verbatim traces, on 

the other hand, disintegrate rapidly from memory due to 

their greater complexity. 

In relation to available processing options, 

developmental differences are noted in the reliance on 

verbatim versus gist traces. Younger children rely heavily 

on verbatim traces while older children choose to process 

with gist (Reyna & Brainerd, 1990, in press-a). 

Hierarchy of Gist Reyna et ale (1990) proposed that 

varying levels of gist are extracted and organized 

hierarchically within working memory. In problem-solving 

situations, the simplest and most degraded forms of gist are 

retrieved first. It is this hierarchical framework that 

allows for the processing specificity required in problem

solving tasks. 

simple Readout versus Reconstructive Retrieval simple 

readout of verbatim traces has long been associated with 

short-term memory retention while reconstructive processing 

has been singularly associated with long-term memory. In 
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fact, simple retrieval of verbatim traces has traditionally 

been accepted as the desired means of responding to memory 

probes, while reconstructive processing wa? said to occur 

only as a last resort. But, Brainerd and Reyna (1988; 1990) 

offer two additional methods of processing: readout and 

reconstruction. In other words, reconstructive retrieval of 

verbatim traces and simple retrieval of fuzzy-traces are 

also means of problem solving along with simple retrieval of 

verbatim traces and reconstructive retrieval of fuzzy

traces. Moreover, Brainerd and Reyna (1988) have 

empirically demonstrated the preference for reconstructive 

retrieval of verbatim traces and simple retrieval of fuzzy

traces over straight verbatim read-out in solving simple 

math problems. 

To understand the concept of reconstruction, imagine a 

linear array of figures. Some of these figures are occluded 

from view so that the subject may not see, and therefore 

count, the total of items in the array. A target object is 

designated a specific number amount, say five. The subject 

is then asked a series of subtraction and addition problems, 

using the target as the starting place. At the location of 

the final problem, the target amount is then probed. To 

correctly answer the probe, the subject has two available 

options: she can use simple retrieval, calling up the 

verbatim trace "five", or she can reconstruct the answer 



from the verbatim trace of the last arithmetic problem. 

Brainerd and Reyna (1988) found that children as young as 

age five generally choose to use a reconstructive method. 
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The second mode of processing, simple retrieval of 

fuzzy-traces, is easily demonstrated. If fuzzy-traces are, 

as traditionally believed, associated with long-term memory, 

then asking a subject "In which direction did the numbers 

get bigger?" could not be answered. Yet by retrieving the 

appropriate gist (assuming it was stored) these are easily 

answered probes. In fact, acknowledging the resiliency of 

gist, simple retrieval of fuzzy traces can occur even after 

extended time intervals. 

Memory Limitations as a Function of the Time Course of 

Verbatim and Gist Representations Generic resource 

proponents believe that short-term and long-term memory 

stores have different memory limitations. The short-term 

store is said to be of limited capacity while the long-term 

store is perceived as virtually limitless. Contrary to the 

belief that these qualitatively different memory stores are 

responsible for differential decay rates, Reyna & Brainerd 

(in press-a, in press-b) purport that it is the trace 

representation itself, not a memory store, that is 

responsible for variations in disintegration rate~. In 

other words, verbatim traces are quick to disintegrate while 

gist traces endure. 
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output Interference When responding, say in a recall 

task, two different types of interference are apparent 

(Brainerd & Reyna, 1989; Reyna & Brainerd, 1989; Brainerd, 

Reyna, Howe & Kevershan, 1991): response-scheduling effect 

and feedback effect. Response-scheduling occurs when traces 

which have been processed in a parallel fashion must be 

output in serial order. In contrast, feedback interference 

occurs in the act of respondi~g when noise is brought into 

the activity. 

This bottleneck phenomenon has appropriately been 

labelled the triage effect since items are recalled in a 

pattern of weak -> strong -> weak -> (Brainerd, Reyna & 

Howe, 1990; Brainerd, Reyna, Howe & Kevershan, 1991, in 

press). Weaker words are read out first while feedback 

interference is low. But as one continues to respond, 

feedback interference builds. Consequently, the more 

resilient and stronger words must now be read out. These 

stronger words, less sensitive to noise, decrease feedback 

interference and again allow weaker words to be recalled at 

the end of the response order. 

Brainerd and Reyna (1989) were able to successfully 

demonstrate that interference and not depleted resources is 

responsible for the dual-task deficit. As previously 

discussed, the dual-task deficit paradigm has been a key 

support for the generic resource position. 
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For example, if, with the addition of a secondary task, 

a drain on processing units is responsible for a decrease in 

performance on the primary task, then a more complicated 

secondary task will decrease ones' performance to a greater 

degree than the addition of a simple motor task. According 

to a single capacity theory, more resources are needed to 

perform a more complicated task. Likewise, capacity units 

will be minimally taxed if the secondary task is a simple 

motor task. 

Tapping a finger is cognitively less complex than 

locating missing digits in a number pattern. If a subject 

is asked to tap a finger (the primary task), and then asked 

to simultaneously look at a series of digits displayed on a 

screen in order to locate missing digits (the secondary 

task), two different predictions can be made about 

performance. Resource proponents would predict that the 

addition of the more complicated cognitive task will require 

borrowing of processing units and will therefore 

considerably decrease primary task performance. If, on the 

other hand, the cognitive task now becomes the primary one 

and a simple motor task is then added, few shared resources 

are necessary to perform this simple activity. Therefore, 

the primary task should not significantly be affected. 

Brainerd & Reyna (1989) propose a different outcome. 

They agree that the addition of a secondary task will 
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decrease ones' performance on the primary task. However, 

while it is more difficult to bring interference to a simple 

motor task, it is easier to introduce noise to a complex 

memory task. Again, the subject begins with a simple motor 

task and, while tapping her finger, she is then asked to 

perform a complex cognitive task. The primary task, being a 

simple motor task, should be less sensitive to 

interference. Therefore, asking the subject to concurrently 

perform a complex task should not significantly effect 

performance on the primary task. But, if the primary task 

is a complex cognitive task and one highly sensitive to 

noise, then the decline in performance between the primary 

task performed alone versus performance in conjunction with 

a simple motor task should be large. This is in fact what 

is found. Research clearly supports an interference 

explanation for the deficit (Brainerd & Reyna, 1989; Reyna & 

Brainerd, 1989). 

A summary of FTT's basic principles are: 

1. gist extraction Children of all ages extract gist, an 

overall pattern of information, with a developmental 

trend away from a reliance on verbatim traces; 

2. fuzzy-to-verbatim continua There is fuzzy-to

verbatim continuum, or a "continuum of exactness", 

with fuzzy traces on one end, and specific verbatim 

traces at the other end; 



3. fuzzy-processing preference Individuals prefer to 

process fuzzy traces over verbatim traces of 

information. This is known as intuition; 

4. hierarchy of gist Tasks are calibrated to perform on 

the lowest, most degraded, level of gist, with 

responses dependent upon complexity of the task; 

5. simple readout versus reconstructive retrieval 

contrary to popular belief, simple readout is not 

solely associated with short-term memory, nor is 

reconstructive retrieval only performed from long

term memory; 

6. reconstructive short-term memory Based on the above, 

the two already accepted modes of responding 

(simple retrieval in short-term memory and 

reconstructive retrieval in long-term memory) are 

appended; reconstruction from simple retrieval of 

verbatim traces, and simple retrieval from fuzzy 

traces are also viable options; 

7. memory limitations relative to time course of 

representations It is the nature of the trace 

representations themselves, not how memory is 

qualitatively situated, that is responsible for 

differential decay rates, and; 

8. output interference Responding generates noise. 
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Independence of verbatim (memory) from reasoning (gist) 

has been demonstrated. What had yet to be studied, and 

consequently what this study set out to demonstrate, was the 

relationships between the various gists in addition to their 

individual relationship to verbatim memory. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of these experiments was to investigate 

gist/verbatim independence/dependence. Three experiments 

were conducted: 

1. Experiment 1 examined developmental differences in 

verbatim memory; 

2. Experiment 2 examined developmental differences in 

verbatim memory and in relationships between verbatim 

and gist memories; 

3. Experiment 3 examined the effects of training on 

developmental differences in verbatim and gist memory 

and in the relationship between them. 
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An outline of the overall research strategy will be 

presented and followed by a description of the three 

experiments. However, the main objective of this project 

lies in teasing apart the relationship between verbatim and 

gist memories. Experiments 2 and 3 spoke to this question 

directly, while Experiment 1 was intended to generate some 

baseline findings about the development of verbatim memory. 

Outline 

Outlined below is a description of the subjects used in 

this study, a description of the procedures, and an overview 



of the study's design, including the summaries for each of 

the three experiments. 

Subjects 
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Seventy-two subjects, thirty-four males and thirty

eight females, participated in this study. All seventy-two 

subjects were seen a total of three times. Two four-year

olds, thirty five-year-olds, and four six-year-olds made up 

the sample of preschool subjects. Both the four-year-old 

and the six-year-old subjects were within two months of 

being five years of age. The second graders consisted of 

thirty seven-year-old and six eight-year-old subjects. 

Students from two preschools were needed to complete the 

study and both were centrally located within a medium-sized 

city in the Southwestern United states. All of the second

grade subjects were sampled from one elementary school, also 

from within this city. Parents of all participating 

subjects had signed permission slips prior to the study's 

commencement. 

Procedures 

In all experiments, children sat across a table from 

the experimenter and were tested individually in a quiet, 

small, and well-lighted room within their school. Each 

child was read a total of eight vignettes, and each vignette 

contained either three or five numbers. Each number 
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correlated with an object, and all digits were less than ten 

and greater than zero. 

Design 

Three sets of stories (A, B, C) were used throughout 

the experiments, and these vignettes were counterbalanced in 

order to remove any story effects. 12 subjects began with 

either story group A, B, or C, and rotated through all three 

story groups. Therefore, each subject had a different group 

of stories for each experiment. Furthermore, all numbers 

used within each story were varied between vignettes, and 

between sUbjects. In all, eight stories were read to 

subjects per experiment, again with 12 subjects per story 

group. Table 1 diagrams the structure of the experiments. 

n = 36 

Group 1 = subjects 1 - 12 story set A (8) 

Group 2 = subjects 13 - 24 story set B (8) 

Group 3 = subjects 25 - 36 story set C (8) 

EXPERIMENT 1 EXPERIMENT 2 EXPERIMENT 3 

group story group story group story 

l(Ss 1-12) A 1 B 1 C 

2(Ss13-24) B 2 C 2 A 

3(Ss25-36) C 3 A 3 B 

Table 1. Summary of the Experimental Design 
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Experiment 1 

Experiment 1 was concerned with developmental 

differences in verbatim memory. Each subject was read eight 

number stories with memory load varied between stories. 

Therefore, four stories contained three numbers and four 

stories contained five numbers. For each subject, half of 

the stories' numbers were randomly ordered and half 

serially ordered in a small-to-large number fashion. 

Additionally, half of the subjects received random 

presentation first and half received serial presentation 

(see Table 2). 
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Subjects Group/story Type Number Presentation 

1 - 3 Al Y/N(stories) 1-4 RANDOM, 5-8 SERIAL 

4 - 6 Al Y/N 1-4 SERIAL, 5-8 RANDOM 

7 - 9 Al Fe 1-4 RANDOM, 5-8 SERIAL 

10 - 12 Al Fe 1-4 SERIAL, 5-8 RANDOM 

13 - 15 B2 Y/N 1-4 RANDOM, 5-8 SERIAL 

16 - 18 B2 Y/N 1-4 SERIAL, 5-8 RANDOM 

19 - 21 B2 Fe 1-4 RANDOM, 5-8 SERIAL 

22 - 24 B2 Fe 1-4 SERIAL, 5-8 RANDOM 

25 - 27 e3 Y/N 1-4 RANDOM, 5-8 SERIAL 

28 - 30 e3 Y/N 1-4 SERIAL, 5-8 RANDOM 

31 - 33 e3 Fe 1-4 RANDOM, 5-8 SERIAL 

34 - 36 e3 Fe 1-4 SERIAL, 5-8 RANDOM 

Table 2. Summary of Design for Experiment 1 

To summarize, the variables of interest in Experiment 

1, were: 

1. age - between subjects factor 

a) pre-schoolers, age five and under 

b) second grade students, age seven and over 

2. probe format - between subjects factor 

a) yes-or-no 

b) forced choice 



3. memory load - within subjects factor 

a) 3 item 

b) 5 item 

4. order of presentation - within subjects factor 

a) serial (blocked) 

b) random (blocked) 

5. numerical distance of alternative 

a) near 

b) far 

6. probes per story, relative to the small, middle, and 

large number 
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The design for Experiment 1 is shown in Table 2, above. 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 examined developmental differences in 

verbatim memory and in relationships between verbatim and 

gist memories. 

outline 

Two subjects per story group (a total of 12 subjects) 

received one of the six possible blocking orders which 

resulted in six protocols per order type (see Table 3). All 

memory probes were forced-choice (IIWere there 5 horses or 3 

horses?" or, "Were there fewer horses or fewer COWS?II), and 

all numbers were given in random order. 
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VNR VRN RVN 

story Ss 

RNV NRV NVR 

story Ss story Ss story Ss story Ss story Ss 

B 

C 

A 

1,7 B 

13,19 C 

25,31 A 

2,8 

14,20 

26,32 

B 3,9 

C 15,21 

A 27,33 

B 4,10 B 5,11 B 6,12 

C 

A 

16,22 C 17,23 C 18,24 

28,34 A 29,35 A 30,36 

Table 3. summary of Design for Experiment 2 

The variables for Experiment 2 were: 

1. Age - a between subjects variable 

a) preschoolers, age five and under 

b) second graders, age seven and over 

2. order of memory tests - between subjects factor 

a) verbatim-nominal-relational (VNR) d) RNV 

b) VRN e) NRV 

c) RVN f) NVR 

3. problems per subject - within subjects factor (8) 

4. type of memory probed - within subjects factor 

a) verbatim 

b) nominal gist 

c) relational gist 

5. probes per problem - within subjects factor (6) 
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6. probes for small, middle, and large number - within 

subjects factor 

a) small 

b) middle 

c) large 

7. numerical distance between alternatives - within 

subjects factor 

a) near 

b) far 

Experiment 3 

Experiment 3 was concerned with the effects of training 

on developmental differences in verbatim and gist memory and 

in the relationship between them. 

Training Gist Extraction 

Experiment 3 was similar in design to Experiment 2. 

However, Experiment 3 included a training variable and a 

visual array. One-half of the subjects received training on 

gist extraction (the experimental group), while the 

remaining half answered the probes with no training, as they 

had in Experiment 2 (see Table 4) . 
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VNR VRN RVN RNV NRV NVR 

story Ss story Ss story Ss story Ss story Ss story Ss 

C* E* C E C E C E C E C E 

C 1 7 C 8, 2 C 3, 9 C 10, 4 C 5, 11 C 12, 6 

A 19 13 A 14 20 A 21 15 A 16 22 A 23 17 A 18 24 

B 25 31 B 32 26 B 27 33 B 34 28 B 29 35 B 36 30 

* C = control * E = experimental 

Table 4. summary of Design for Experiment 3 

Children in the experimental condition were shown a 

visual array consisting of five sections. In each section, 

moving in an ascending serial order, were a varying number 

of animal stickers. The subjects were told, "This is a 

story about Jaime's birthday party. Jaime had friends over 

for a party on his birthday. He had 1 gorilla, two 

porcupines, four zebras, six cats, and eight mice come to 

his party. They had a lot of fun". The story was read 

slowly and the corresponding frame was pointed to as the 

dialogue was read. The subjects were then directed to 

notice that the gorillas were least, that the mice were 

most, and that zebras were in the middle. Then, in the 

testing situation immediately following and only on 

alternate vignettes, the subjects were reminded to listen 



for the fewest, the most, and the middle amounts as the 

story was read. 
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Each probe in Experiment 3, whether verbatim, nominal, 

or relational was administered in a forced-choice format and 

all numbers had been placed in the story in a random manner. 

Additionally, only three of the five items read to the 

subject in each story were probed, the small, middle, and 

large number. Following is an example of each type of 

memory probe: 

1. Verbatim: How many dogs were there, 9, 1, or 3? 

2. relational: Were there more dogs than cats, or more 

cats than rabbits? 

3. nominal: Which were there the most of, dogs, cats, or 

rabbits? 

To summarize, the factors for Experiment 3 were: 

1. age - a between subjects variable 

a) preschoolers, age five and under 

b) second graders, age seven and over 

2. order of memory tests - between subjects factor 

a) verbatim-nominal-relational (VNR) d) RNV 

b) VRN e) NRV 

c) RVN f) NVR 

3. training - between subjects factor 

a) 1/2 subjects trained (experimental group (E» 

b) 1/2 subjects no training (control group (C» 
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4. problems per subject - within subjects factor (8) 

5. type of memory probed - within subjects factor 

a) verbatim 

b) nominal gist 

c) relational gist 

6. probes per problem relative to size of number - within 

subjects factor 

a) small 

b) middle 

c) large 

statistical Procedures 

For each experiment, ANOVA's and contingency table 

analyses were run. Following is a breakdown by experiment 

of the various analyses. 

Experiment 1 

Analyses of Variance Three ANOVAs were run on data 

from Experiment 1. The first used the raw error/success 

data (i.e., zeros and ones) as the dependent variable. A 2 

(age) x 2 (probe format - forced vs. yes/no) x 2 (order of 

presentation - random or serial) x 2 (number of problems per 

each type of presentation) x 2 (numerical distance - near 

vs. far) x 6 (probes per story for small, medium, and large 

number) factorial design was used. 

The second ANOVA focused on the five number problems 

and also used the raw error/success data as the dependent 
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variable. Therefore, this was also a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 10 

ANOVA. 

The final ANOVA used the proportion of correct 

responses as the dependent variable and was run in order to 

simultaneously compare performance on tests for which 

different items and numbers were administered. Age (second 

grade, pre-school), problem order by random or serial, 

number of probes (six probes vs. 10 probes), and order of 

presentation (random vs. serial) were the independent 

variables. Problem type, number of probes, and random vs. 

serial presentation were the repeated measures, while age 

was the between subjects variable. 

contingency Table Analyses contingency table analysis 

measures stochastic dependencies between different memory 

tests, specifically: 

1. between the two probes measuring memory for the same 

number, and; 

2. between pairs of probes that measure memory for 

different numbers. 

Examples of contingency tables (Tables 5 and 6) are 

included below. 



LEFT by RIGHT 
Controlli'='9 for .• 
GRADE Value a 1.00 
TYPE Value· 1.00 

,RIGHT 
Count I 

Page 1 of 1 

I Row 
I .00' l.OO' Total 

LEFT --------~--------~--------~ 
.00 I 252 I 185 I 5~~I 

~--------~--------~ 
1.00 I 250 I 177 I 4~~I 

~--------~--------~ Colum 
Total 

502 362 864 
58.1 41.9 100.0 

______ ~~~:~9~~~~ ___ _ Value 

Pearson 
Continuity, Correction 
Likelihooa Ratio 
HanteI-HaenszeI test for 

linear association 

.06903 

.03755 

.06904 

.06895 

Hinimum Expected Frequency - 178.905 

OF ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.79275 
.84635 
.79274 
.79287 

Table S. contingency Table for a Within Analysis 

LEFT by RIGHT 
Controlli'='9 for •• 
GRADE Value· 2.00 
TYPE Value· 1.00 

,RIGHT Page 1 of 1 
Count I 

I Row 
I .00' l.OO' Total 

LEFT --------~--------~--------~ 
.00 I 215 I 187 I 4i~~ 

+--------+--------~ 
1.00 I 167 I 295 I 5~~~ 

+--------~--------~ 
C~~'t:; 4l~~ 5~~i 10g~~ 

Pearson 
Continuity, Correction 
Likelthooo Ratio 
Hante -Haenszel test for 

I inear association 

Value 

26.19022 
25.49210 
26.28320 
26.15991 

Hinimum Expected Frequency - 177.736 

OF 

1 

I 
1 

~~~~~~~~~ 
.00000 
.00000 
.00000 
.00000 

Table 6. contingency Table for a Between Analysis 
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It is important to remember that there were two probes 

for each number, a near probe (a probe with a distractor 

that is close to the target) and a far probe (a probe with a 

distractor that is far from the target). For the three 

number problems, the two numbers other then the target were 

used as the distractors. On the five item problems, the 

near and far probes were chosen from the other four numbers 

read to the subject in the problem. 

For the first set of analyses, relationships between 

probes for the same number (near vs. large for small, 

middle, and large) within type of memory (verbatim, nominal, 

or relational) were run. Separate analyses were run for 3 

number problems and 5 number problems. Each analysis 

consisted of four contingency tables, as age and test type 

(yes/no, forced choice) were split out (see summary, Table 

7). A likelihood ratio test performed on each of the tables 

gave the degree of stochastic dependency between pairs of 

probes for the same number. To illustrate how dependencies 

were calculated, a three number problem will be used. 

As stated earlier, three pairs of probes (or two probes 

per number) were administered. To calculate the N (total 

number of observations) for preschoolers on the forced 

choice memory test table, 3 (pairs of probes - three 

comparisons per subject, a near with a far for each number) 

is multiplied by 4 (stories that were three number problems) 
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and again by 18 (subjects within this age group who answered 

forced choice probes), yielding an N of 216. The same 

procedure was used for five number problems, producing an N 

of 360 (5 x 4 x 18). 

For the contingency table analyses between pairs of 

probes that measure memory for different numbers, there is 

again have a total of four pooled contingency tables. The 

two memory loads, age, and type of memory test were split 

out (see summary, Table 7). These analyses were run in 

order to determine whether or not there were global 

individual differences in number memory ability that 

extended across all the number probes, whether for the same 

number or for different numbers. This was accomplished by 

taking the first probe for the target number (T1) and 

crosstabing it with all other probes except the second probe 

for the same target number (T2). 

In a three number problem (NI, N2, N3) for a forced 

choice memory test and preschool subjects, for example, each 

number would have a near (n) and far (f) distractor probe. 

If we chose N1n as the target, we would statistically 

compare (crosstab) Nln with N2n, N2f, N3n, and N3f, but not 

with N1f. We then would do the same with N1f with all but 

N1n. Moving to N2n as the target, we now only crosstab with 

the remaining probes not already crosstabbed with N1. 

Therefore, we have N2n with N3n and N3f. N2f would also be 



crosstabbed with N3n and N3f. Since all pairs are now 

exhausted, no further crosstabs need to be calculated. 
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The procedure described above yielded a total N of 864 

for the preschool forced choice table with 12 (comparisons) 

x 4 (stories with five numbers) x 18 (subjects receiving 

forced choice probes). The yes/no table yielded the same 

size N. 

Following the same procedure for the five number 

problems, 40 comparisons were made per story, of which there 

were four, and 18 subjects received either forced choice or 

yes/no probes. Therefore, the total N was 40 x 4 x 18 = 

2,880 per table. 



within probes for the same number: 

First Analysis, 3 number - 1) forced choice, pre
school 

N = 3 x 4 x 18 = 216 2) yes/no, pre-school 
3) forced choice, second 
grade 
4) yes/no, second grade 

Second Analysis, 5 number - 1) forced choice, pre
school 

N = 5 x 4 x 18 = 360 2) yes/no, pre-school 
3) forced choice, second 
grade 
4) yes/no, second grade 

Between probes for different numbers: 

First Analysis, 3 number - 1) forced choice, pre
school 

N = 12 x 4 x 18 = 864 2) yes/no, pre-school 
3) forced choice, second 
grade 
4) yes/no, second grade 

Second Analysis, 5 number - 1) forced choice, pre
school 

N = 40 x 4 x 18 = 2,880 2) yes/no, pre-school 
3) forced choice, second 
grade 
4) yes/no, second grade 

Table 7. Summary of Experiment 1 contingency Table 
Analyses 

Experiment 2 

Analyses of Variance Two ANOVA's were computed, one 

using the raw error-success data as the dependent variable 

and one using the proportion of correct responses as the 

dependent variable. 
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For the raw error-success data, a 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 6 x 6 

x 8 ANOVA was run, which looked at Age (2), Orderings of 

Memory Tests (6), Problems per Subject (8), Probes per 

Problem (6) Probes for Small, Middle, and Large number (3), 

Type of Memory (3), and Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far 

(2). Again, the three types of memory were verbatim, 

nominal and relational, and the six orders of probe 

presentation were Verbatim (V) Nominal (N) Relational (R), 

VRN, RNV, RVN, NRV, and NVR. The between variables were age 

and orderings of memory tests, and the within variables were 

problem, probes per problem, and type of memory. 

The second ANOVA used proportion of correct responses 

on each problem as the dependent measure. The between 

subject variables were age, and orderings of memory tests. 

The within subject variables were type of memory, and 

problems per subject. An 8 (number of problems) x 6 

(orderings of memory tests) x 3 (types of memory) x 2 (age 

groups) ANOVA was run. 

contingency Table Analyses In Experiment 2, the design 

varied somewhat from Experiment 1. Experiment 1 was run to 

study only one type of memory (verbatim), while Experiments 

2 and 3 were interested in the relationships between gists 

and their relationships with verbatim memory. Relative to 

the contingency table analysis, dependencies between the 

above were explored. 
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Three types of memory tests were included, those 

testing verbatim, relational, and nominal memory, and both 

used only five number problems and a forced-choice format. 

Per problem, only memory for the small, middle, and large 

numbers were probed. Both experiments were concerned with 

the degree of dependency within particular types of problems 

(as in Experiment 1), and also with the degree of dependency 

between probes for different types of memory (verbatim vs. 

relational, verbatim vs. nominal, relational vs nominal). 

Four different sets of contingency table analyses were 

run for Experiment 2 (see summary, Table 8). For each set 

of analyses, six contingency tables were created (2 age 

groups x 3 types of memory probes). 

To review, each subject heard eight stories and each 

story contained five numbers. Memory for the small, middle, 

and large number was probed. For each small, middle, and 

large number, there were two probes, a near (or "more") 

probe, and; a far (or "less") probe. Therefore, there were 

18 probes per story, and 144 probes per subject. The first 

analysis, labelled a within-within contingency for 

descriptive purposes, measured dependencies between probes 

for the same number and in the ~ type of memory. within 

each type of memory, there were six probes: two for the 

smallest number (Sl and S2), two for the middle number (M1 

and M2), and two for the largest number (L1 and L2). The 
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two probes for each number were paired, yielding three 

comparisons per story. Three comparisons multiplied by 

eight stories (per subject) and by 36 subjects, yields a 

total N of 864. For each age group (of which there were 

two), there were three tables of 864, one for verbatim, one 

for nominal, and one for relational. Therefore, there were 

a total of six contingency tables for the within-within 

analyses (2 age groups x 3 memory types). 

Next, a within-between contingency was run, which 

measured dependencies between probes for the same number but 

between memory types instead of comparing the probes for the 

same number within a memory type, as it was done in the 

within-within analysis. Three memory type pairings were of 

interest: verbatim-to-nominal, verbatim-to-relational, and 

nominal-to-relational. To illustrate how each pairing was 

analyzed, begin with the near probe for the small verbatim 

and compare it with the two probes for the nominal small 

number. Again, a comparison is not made between the target 

and it's own pair when running a between analyses. The same 

procedure is then used for the far, small, verbatim probe, 

also yielding an additional two combinations, vsf with Nsn, 

and Vsf with Nsf. Within the verbatim type, we have three 

such pairings (one for the small number, one for the middle 

number, and one for the large number). This gives us four 

combinations per small, middle, and large number within each 
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within probe-within type: measures dependencies between 
probes for the same number within 
memory type 

3 (combinations) x 8 (stories) x 36 (subjects per age) 
= 864 

within probe-between type: measures dependencies between 
probes for the same number where 
the probes are of different 
memory types 

4 (combinations) x 8 (stories) x 36 (subjects per age) x 3 
(number sizes within type) 
= 3,456 

Between probe-within type: measures dependencies between 
probes for different numbers 
within memory type 

12 (combinations) x 8 (stories) x 36 (subjects per age) 
= 3,456 

Between probe-between type: measures dependencies between 
probes for different numbers when 
the probes were of different 
types 

8 (combinations) x 8 (stories) x 36 (subjects per age) x 3 
(number sizes within type) 
= 13,824 

Table 8. summary of Experiment 2 contingency Table 
Analyses 

type of memory. If multiplied out, a total of 4 (pairings) 

x 8 (stories) x 36 (subjects per age group) x 3 (sizes of 

numbers per type) = 3,456 is generated. Again, there were 

six contingency tables (two age groups times three probe 

types). 

Additionally, the within-between contingency tables 

needed to be corrected for spurious associations. To make 
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these corrections, the between-between tables were used. 

After calculating the conditional probabilities for both the 

target table (within-between) and the correction table 

(between-between), the conditional probability from the 

correction table was subtracted from the conditional 

probability in the target table. The remaining amount, 

after subtraction, represented the total amount due to the 

true relationship between the variables. Experiment 3 used 

the same procedure to correct the within-between table. 

The third contingency analysis run was between probes 

but within type of memory and examined dependencies between 

probes for different numbers when the probes were within the 

same memory type. To illustrate, take one probe for the 

small number within a type (say, for example, verbatim), and 

compare it with both probes for the middle number and both 

probes for the large number. However, the target number is 

not paired with the other probe for the small number since 

comparisons are between probes. Therefore, four 

combinations are generated. Now, the remaining probe for 

the small number is paired with all but it's counterpart, 

and again four combinations are generated. To exhaust all 

pairs within type, the middle probes are compared to the 

large probes, producing an additional two combinations. If 

multiplied out, there are 4 + 4 + 2 + 2 = 12 combinations x 

8 stories = 96 x 36 subjects = 3,456 per contingency table, 



of which there were three (verbatim, nominal, relational) 

per age group, or six tables in all. 
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The final contingency table analysis, which was between 

probe and between type, examined dependencies between probes 

for different numbers when the probes were for different 

types of memory. As with all contingency table analyses so 

far described, six contingency tables were developed. The N 

for this analysis was larger than the others due to the 

greater number of combinations. To exemplify how the 

between-between analysis was calculated, begin with a 

verbatim (V) small number (s) near probe (n). Since 

comparisons are made between probe and between type of 

memory, Vsn is not paired with any other verbatim probes 

within any other memory type, or with it's pair (Vsfar). 

Also, remember that there are three sets of comparisons of 

interest in the between type analysis: the verbatim-to

nominal pairings; the verbatim-to-relational pairings, and; 

the nominal-to-relational pairings. Therefore, Vsn is in 

turn paired with Nmn, with Nmf, with Nln, and with Nlf, 

yielding four comparisons. The same pairing format is 

completed with Vsf, and also yields four combinations. 

Therefore, each table would yield a total of 8 (pairs) x 8 

(stories) x 36 (subjects) x 3 (sizes of numbers within type) 

= 6,912. The same process would then be carried out for the 
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remaining analyses, the verbatim-to-relational and nominal

to-relational comparisons. 

Experiment 3 

Analysis of Variance Like Experiment 2, there were two 

ANOVA's run; one ANOVA used raw error-success rate data as 

the dependent variable and the other used proportion of 

correct responses as the dependent variable. The 

independent variables for the error-success ANOVA were age 

(2), condition type: experimental vs. control (2), and 

orderings of memory type (6) as the between subject 

variables, and problems per subject (8), type of memory (3), 

and probes for the small, middle, and large number (3) as 

the within subject variables. The six presentation orders 

were VNR, VRN, NRV, NVR, RNV, and RVN. A 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 6 

x 8 design was created. 

The second ANOVA, using proportion of correct responses 

on each problem as the dependent variable, was a five-way 

AN OVA with the following independent variables. The between 

subject variables were age (2), orderings of memory type 

(6), probes for the small, middle, or large number (3), and 

condition (2). The within subject variables were problems 

per subject (8) and type of memory (3). Therefore, the 

design was an 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 6 x 8. 
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Contingency Table Analyses Experiment 3 reduced the 

number of probes per memory type by half, leaving 9 probes 

per problem and three probes per type of memory. As a 

consequence, the total probe count per subject was seventy

two. 

Three types of contingency analyses were run; a within 

probe-between type, a between probe-within type, and a 

between probe-between type analysis. In Experiment 3, a 

within probe-within memory type analysis was unnecessary 

since there was only one probe per small, medium, and large 

number per memory type. Two analyses were run within each 

of the above types, one for the experimental and one for the 

control group. Therefore, a total of 12 tables were created 

per each type of analysis (2 ages x 2 conditions x 3 memory 

types, or number types). 

For the within-between analyses, in both the 

experimental and control group tables (of which there were 

two per age and three per type - one for the verbatim-to

nominal, verbatim-to-relational, and nominal-to-relational), 

there was an N of 432, and the same procedure described for 

Experiment 2 was used. Additionally, the within-between 

tables were corrected for spurious relationships using the 

same procedure described in Experiment 2. The N in the 

between probe - within memory type tables was the same as 

that for the within-between tables but, of course, these 
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three tables per age group represented the verbatim, 

nominal, and relational memory types, as this was a within 

type analyses. For the between probe - between memory type 

analysis the N was 5,184. The same procedure used to 

calculate the N in Experiment 2 was also used for Experiment 

3. However, in Experiment 3, the subjects were split into 

two conditions, experimental vs. control (see Table 9). 

within probe-within type: not necessary to run - only one 
probe per number type, no pairs 
to compare 

Within probe-between type: measures dependencies between 
probes for the same number where 
the probes are of different 
memory types 

1 (combination) x 8 (stories) x 18 (subjects per age and 
condition) x 3 (number sizes 
within memory type) = 432 

Between probe-within type: measures dependencies between 
probes for different numbers 
within memory type 

3 (combinations) x 8 (stories) x 18 (subjects per age and 
condition) = 432 

Between probe-between type:measures dependencies between 
probes for different numbers 
where the probes are of 
different types 

2 (combinations) x 8 (stories) x 18 (subjects per age and 
condition) x 3 (number sizes 
within memory type) = 864 

Table 9. Summary of Experiment 3 contingency Table 
Analyses 
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Summary 

The designs and statistical analyses for the 

experiments were summarized in this chapter. Three 

experiments were completed, each concerned with the 

development of different types of number memories. The 

primary objective was to explore potential relationships 

between relational and nominal gists, and their relationship 

to memory for verbatim information. 

Experiment 1 explored the developmental differences in 

verbatim memory. Experiments 2 and 3 were intended to map 

out the relationships between verbatim and gist memories. 

Relative to Experiment I, a major design modification was 

made in types of information probed. In Experiments 2 and 

3, three types of memory were measured - relational, 

nominal, and verbatim. 

Experiment 3 was similar to Experiment 2, except for 

two design modifications. First, memory probes were cut in 

half and, second, half of the subjects within each age group 

received a training on gist extraction. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 
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The findings that emerged from the methods and 

procedures described in Chapter 3 are presented here. For 

each experiment, results of the analyses of variance (ANOVA) 

will precede contingency table analysis. 

Experiment 1 

Analyses of Variance 

Three ANOVA's were run on Experiment 1 data: one on 

three-item problems, one on five-item problems, and a 

proportional analysis. 

Three item ANOVA The raw error/success data (zeros and 

ones) were the dependent variable for the three item ANOVA. 

The independent variables consisted of two between subject 

variables (age group and probe format - yes/no versus 

forced-choice memory tests), and four within subject 

variables (order of presentation - random vs. serial, number 

of problems per each type of presentation, probes per story 

for the small medium and large numbers, and numerical 

distance - near vs. far presentation). Again, to summarize, 

the variables for Experiment 1 were: 

1. age - between subjects factor 

a) pre-schoolers, age five and under 

b) second grade students, age seven and over 



2. probe format - between 

a) yes-or-no 

b) forced choice 

3. memory load - within subjects factor 

a) 3 item 

b) 5 item 

4. order of presentation - within 

a) serial (blocked) 

b) random (blocked) 

5. numerical distance of alternative - within 

a) near 

b) far 

6. probes per story, relative to the small, middle, and 

large number - within 
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The analysis returned a significant main effect for 

yes/no versus forced choice, F (1,68) = 5.85, MSe = 2.45, P 

< .05, but not for age. As indicated by the absence of an 

age main effect, there were no overall differences in 

performance between age groups when only three probes per 

problem were given. However, there were significant 

differences within each age level when additional variables 

were factored in. An interaction between age and order of 

presentation - random versus serial, F (1,68) = 4.48, MSe = 

1.75, P < .05 was found. Higher order interactions were 

found for Age x Order of Presentation x Numerical Distance -
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Near vs. Far, F (1,68) = 4.64, MSe = .71, P = < .05, Yes/No 

vs. Forced Choice x Order of Presentation x Near vs. Far, F 

(1,68) = 7.67, MSe = 1.17, P = < .01, and Age x Yes/No vs. 

Forced Choice x Order of Presentation x Near vs. Far, F 

(1,68) = 4.12, MSe = .63, P = < .05. 

The results of the Age x Order of Presentation 

interaction is plotted in Figure I, below. Younger 

subjects' performed better with a serial to random ordering, 

while the opposite was true for the second grade sUbjects. 
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Figure 1. Age x Random vs serial Presentation: 3 Item 
Raw Error/Success ANOVA 
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The Age x Order of Presentation x Numerical Distance -

Near vs. Far interaction is plotted in Figures 2 and 3. It 

can be seen that the older subjects· performance was 

impacted little by distance between alternatives but more so 

by order of presentation. The preschoolers, on the other 

hand, performed similarly on the near probes regardless of 

presentation order. However, on the far probes, younger 

subjects appear to have done significantly better in the 

serial-to-random order. 
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Figure 2. Age x Order of Presentation x Numerical 
Order Near vs. Far: Random-to-serial 
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The Probe Format - Yes/No vs. Forced Choice x Order of 

Presentation x Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far interaction 

is plotted in Figures 4 and 5. It can be seen that 

performance was better when forced-choice discriminations 

were used, regardless of order of presentation. However, 

performance appears to have been influenced by the numerical 

distance between the alternatives relative to order of 

presentation. For example, in the random-to-serial order of 

presentation, performance on the far. alternatives in the 

forced choice format was higher than responses to the far 

probe in a yes/no format. In contrast, performance on near 



probe alternatives was better in the forced choice format 

when the order of presentation was serial-to-random. 
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Figure 4. Yes/No vs. Forced Choice x Order of 
Presentation x Near vs.Far: Random-to-serial 
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In the Age x Yes/No vs Forced Choice x Order of 

Presentation x Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far, plotted in 

Figures 6 through 9, across presentation order types, an 

opposite performance pattern within ages occurred. Within 

order of presentation type, however, taking random-to-serial 

order first, younger children responded similarly on those 

alternatives that were numerically close (Figure 6) 

regardless of probing format used, forced-choice or yes/no, 

but performed better when the alternatives were numerically 

distant (Figure 8) when a forced-choice probe was used. In 

fact, when a yes/no format was used in the random-to-serial 

format, performance on the numerically distant probe appears 

to have been significantly lower than on probes that were 

numerically close. The older subjects performed 

consistently better when probed in the forced-choice format 

regardless of numerical distance, but appear to have 

performed significantly better when random-to-serial 

ordering was used versus a serial-to-random order. Moving 

to the serial-to-random order of presentation for younger 

subjects, they appear to have performed significantly better 

on forced-choice versus yes/no probes when the choices were 

numerically close. Remember, regardless of probe format, 

they performed similarly in the random-to-serial order. 

Regardless of probe format, performance was virtually the 

same when the alternatives were numerically distant but, 
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again, the opposite was true in the random-to-serial 

ordering. Older subjects demonstrated no significant 

performance difference between the yes/no and forced-choice 

formats in a serial-to-random presentation order regardless 

of numerical distance between alternatives. 
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Five item ANOVA The second ANOVA also used raw 

error/success data as the dependent variable, and the 
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independent variables remained the same as those run in the 

three-item ANOVA. Again, the factors run in the Experiment 1 

five-item ANOVA were: 

1. age - between subjects factor 

a) pre-schoolers, age five and under 

b) second grade students, age seven and over 

2. probe format - between subjects factor 

a) yes-or-no 

b) forced choice 

3. memory load - within subjects factor 



a) 3 item 

b) 5 item 

4. order of presentation - within subjects factor 

a) serial (blocked) 

b) random (blocked) 

5. numerical distance of alternative - within 

a) near 

b) far 

6. probes per story, relative to the small, middle, and 

large number - within 
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A significant main effect was found for age, F(1,68) = 

4.78, MSe = 1.85, P = < .05; not surprisingly, older 

childrens' performance on verbatim number memory tests was 

better than younger childrens' performance. No significant 

two-way interactions were found. However, the three-way 

interactions of Age x Probe Format - Yes/No vs. Forced 

Choice x Number of Probes Relative to Small, Middle and 

Large Number, F(9,612) = 2.43, MSe = .69, P = < .01 and Age 

x Probe - Small, Middle, Large Number x Numerical Distance -

Near vs. Far, F(4,272) = 2.55, MSe = .46, P = <.05 were 

significant, as was the four-way interaction of Age x Order 

of Presentation x Probe - Small, Middle, Large Number x 

Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far, F(4,272) = 3.04, MSe = 

.57, P = < .05. 
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A clear difference can be seen when comparing Figures 

10 and 11 below, which plots the Age x Probe Format x Probe 

for the Small, Middle, and Large Number. When a forced-

choice format was used, the younger subjects performed 

significantly worse on probes for the middle number (probes 

5 and 6) as compared to probes for the small number (probes 

1 and 2) and those for the large number (probes 9 and 10). 

On the other hand, Yes/no format elicited similar 

performance across probes and between age groups. 
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The Age x Probes for Small, Middle, Large Number x 

Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far interaction is plotted on 

Figures 12 and 13. It can be seen that the younger 

subjects' performance appears to drop off for the middle and 

large probes when numerically close alternatives were given 

and for the middle probe only when numerically distant 

probes were used. Little difference was noted in the second 

graders' performance relative to numerical distance. 
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Figure 12. Age x Probes for Small, Middle, and Large 
Number x Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far: Near 
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Finally, the Age x Order of Presentation x Probes for 

Small, Middle, and Large Number x Numerical Distance 

interaction is plotted on Figures 14 through 17. As can be 

seen, regardless of numerical distance or order of 

presentation, younger subjects typically performed worse on 

probes for the middle number relative to those for the small 

and large number. However, near numerical proximity was 

associated with better performance on probes for the small 

number, especially when probed in a random-to-serial format. 

Older subjects, on the other hand, actually performed best 

on probes for the middle number in the random-to-serial 

order. In the serial-to-random order of presentation, close 

numerical proximity appeared to elicit relatively high 

performance on probes for the large number and, in random

to-serial order, the same influence was found for the 

numerically distant probe. 
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Proportional ANOVA An additional ANOVA was run using 

the proportion of correct responses as the dependent 

measure. Age was the single between subjects factor run, 

while random vs. serial presentation, order of problem 

presentation by random/serial presentation, and number of 

probes relative to small, middle, and large number were the 

within subjects variables. 

The ANOVA returned a Number of Probes - Small, Middle, 

Large Number main effect, F(1,70) = 4.51, MSe = .18, P < 

.05, and an interaction between Age and Random vs. Serial 

Presentation, F(1,70) = 5.77, MSe = .25, P < .05. The three 

item ANOVA also returned these same results. The reader is 

referred back to Figure 1. Again, the younger subjects 

performed at a higher rate of accuracy when problems were 

ordered in a serial-to-random manner, while older subjects 

performed best when ordering was given random-to-serial. 

contingency Table Analyses 

In Experiment 1, four sets of contingency table 

analyses were run: three item problems with probes for the 

same number; three item problems between probes for 

different numbers; five item problems with probes for the 

same number, and; five item problems between probes for 

different numbers. Additionally, within the four separate 

analyses, a table was constructed for each of the two age 

groups and each type of memory test, yes/no or forced 



choice. Therefore, there were a total of four tables per 

set of analyses. 
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Below is a summary of stochastic dependencies. As 

reported in Table 10, preschool subjects demonstrated 

stochastic independence between and within probes, while the 

second grade subjects demonstrated independence only on the 

five-item between probe analysis. 
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Forced Choice 

Preschool Second 

3 item 5 item 3 item 5 item 

(W) (B) (W) (B) (W) (B) (W) (B) 

unconditional .69 .70 .56 .61 .66 .69 .65 .66 

conditional .75 .71 .60 .62 .74 .72 .69 .66 

Relation D I D I D D D I 

Yes vs. No 

Preschool Second 

3 item 5 item 3 item 5 item 

(W) (B) (W) (B) (W) (B) (W) (B) 

unconditional .61 .62 .61 .58 .60 .62 .62 .59 

conditional .65 .63 .57 .56 .70 .67 .67 .60 

Relation I I I I D D D I 

Note: W = within; B = between 

I = independence; D = dependence 

Table 10. Relationship Between Age and Memory Load 
Given Test Type 

Statistical significance is listed below in Table 11. 
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Three Item - within 
Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value significance 

preschool yes/no 2.66933 .10 

second yes/no 14.58869 .00013** 

preschool forced 6.12849 .01** 

second forced 12.16032 .0005** 
Three Item - Between 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value significance 

preschool yes/no .80987 .37 

second yes/no 18.78485 .00001** 

preschool forced .81011 .37 

second forced 4.39941 .04* 
Five Item - within 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value significance 

preschool yes/no 3.33551 .07 

second yes/no 5.81651 .02* 

preschool forced 3.88589 .05* 

second forced 5.87924 .01** 
Five Item - Between 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value Significance 

preschool yes/no 3.57422 .06 

second yes/no .54977 .46 

preschool forced 2.17368 .14 

second forced 1.09557 .29 

Note: * p ~ .05; ** p ~ .01 

Table 11. Significance of contingency Table Analyses 
Experiment 1 
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Summary 

Older subjects performed better when the order of 

presentation was random first followed by serial. In fact, 

a serial first presentation order appears to have had an 

interference effect on older subjects' memory for verbatim 

items. The younger subjects' performance was best when 

serial order appeared first, and worst when random 

presentation preceded serial. 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 investigated the question of 

independence/dependence between verbatim, nominal, and 

relational gists. Again, ANOVAs and contingency Table 

Analyses were run. 

Analyses of Variance 

In Experiment 2, two ANOVA's were computed. One used 

the raw error/success data as the dependent variable and the 

other used the proportion of correct responses as the 

dependent variable. 

Error/Success ANOVA The independent variables for the 

ANOVA using raw error/success data as the dependent 

variable, were age (2) and orderings of memory tests (6) as 

the between subjects factors, and problems per subject (8), 

type of memory (3), probes per problem (6), probes for 

small, middle, and large number (3), and numerical 
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distance - near vs. far (2) as the within subjects factors. 

To summarize, the factors for Experiment 2 were: 

1. age - a between subjects variable 

a) preschoolers, age five and under 

b) second graders, age seven and over 

2. order of memory tests - between subjects factor 

a) verbatim-nominal-relational (VNR) d) RNV 

b) VRN e) NRV 

c) RVN f) NVR 

3. problems per subject - within subjects factor (8) 

4. type of memory probed - within subjects factor 

a) verbatim 

b) nominal gist 

c) relational gist 

5. probes per problem - within subjects factor (6) 

6. probes for small, middle, and large number - within 

subjects factor 

a) small 

b) middle 

c) large 

7. numerical distance between alternatives - within 

subjects factor 

a) near 

b) far 
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The ANOVA produced main effects for Age, F(1,60) = 

8.17, MSe = 14.60, P < .01, Numerical Distance - Near vs. 

Far, F(1,60) = 5.39, MSe = 1.02, P < .05, and Probe, 

F(5,300) = 5.27, MSe = 1.81, P < .01. Additionally, the 

ANOVA produced interactions for Probe for Small, Middle and 

Large Number x Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far, F(2,120) = 

8.13, MSe = 3.44, P < .001, and Age x Probe for Small, 

Middle and Large Number, F(2,120) = 3.05, MSe = 1.04, P = 

.51. Three-way interactions were found between Age x Type 

of Memory x Probes for Small, Middle, and Large Number, 

F(10,600) = 3.96, MSe = 1.16, P < .001, Age x Type of Memory 

x Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far, F(2,120) = 4.12, MSe = 

1.12, P < .05, Age x Small, Middle, Large x Numerical 

Distance - Near vs. Far, F(10,120) = 9.20, MSe = 3.90, P < 

.001, and orderings of Memory Tests x Type of Memory x 

Small, Middle, Large, F(20,240) = 1.79, MSe = .48. P < .05. 

Finally, the ANOVA produced two four-way interactions, an 

Age x Orderings of Memory Tests x Small, Middle, Large x 

Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far, F(10,120) = 2.00, MSe = 

.85, P < .05, and an Age x Type of Memory x Small, Middle, 

Large x Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far, F(20,240) = 5.66, 

MSe = 1.88, P < .001. significant interactions were plotted 

in order to highlight relationships between factors. 

The Small, Middle, Large Number Probes x Numerical 

Distance - Near vs. Far interaction is plotted in Figure 18. 
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Here, it can be seen that performance was better on probes 

for the large numbers when the alternatives were numerically 

distant, better on probes for the small numbers when the 

alternatives were numerically close, and equivalent for 

middle numbers regardless of the alternative's distance. 

However, a post hoc test (Tukey) confirmed that there was no 

significant difference between small, middle, and large 

numbers relative to distance. 
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In the Age x Small, Middle, Large Number Probes 

interaction, plotted in Figure 19, it can be seen that 

younger subjects did less well on probes for the middle 

number and similarly on probes for the small and large 
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numbers. However, post hoc tests (Tukey) did not find this 

difference to be significant. Second graders demonstrated 

equivalent performance on probes for small, middle, and 

large numbers, and post hoc tests confirmed that second 

graders' performance was not significantly impacted by the 

size of number being probed. 
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Moving to the three-way interactions, the Age x Type of 

Memory Tests x Small, Middle, Large Number Probes 

interaction is plotted in Figures 20 through 22. As can be 

seen, second graders performed better than preschoolers, 

regardless of memory type or size of number being probed, 

although less so when nominal memory was probed. Preschool 

subjects' performance appears to have dropped on middle 
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number probes relative to probe performance on small (probes 

1 and 2) and large (probes 5 and 6) numbers, consistent with 

the previously discussed interaction but, again, post hoc 

tests found no significant difference relative to 

performance on probes for small and large numbers. 

Interestingly, other than numerically close probes for the 

small number in the verbatim and relational memory types, 

the preschoolers' performance pattern across probes is 

similar to that of the second graders. When nominal memory 

is tested, however, only the performance on the numerically 

close probe for the middle number varied between age groups. 
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Figure 21. Age x Type of Memory x Small, Middle, Large 
Number Probes: Nominal 
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The Age x Type of Memory x Numerical Distance - Near 

vs. Far interaction, plotted in Figures 23 and 24, shows 

that younger subjects performed best on probes for 

numerically distant alternatives in the verbatim and nominal 

memory components of the testing, but better on the near 

alternatives for the relational probes on which they also, 

overall, performed poorer. The older subjects performed 

better on far alternatives on the verbatim and relational 

memory probes, but better on the near alternatives in the 

nominal testing situation. Interestingly, very different 

patterns emerged between the agegroups, although post hoc 

tests found no significant performance difference between 

young and older subjects relative to size of probe and 

numerical distance of alternative. 
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The Age x Small, Middle, Large Number Probes x 

Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far interaction is plotted in 

Figures 25 and 26. Here it can be seen, when alternatives 

were numerically close, performance on the middle and large 

number probes were associated with younger subjects' poorer 

performance. However, preschoolers performed relatively 

well on numerically close alternatives for the small number. 

Numerical distance did not affect older subjects performance 

on the small number, while it did have an impact on 

performance for middle and, especially, large numbers. 
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Figure 26. Age x Small, Middle, Large Number Probes x 
Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far: Second Grade 

orderings of Memory Tests x Type of Memory x Small, 

Middle, Large Number Probes, is plotted in Figures 27 

through 29. As can be seen in Figure 27, when verbatim 

memory was being tested, subjects appeared to perform 

significantly better on probes for the large number when the 

memory test orderings began with verbatim probes. 

Performance on probes for the middle number appears to have 

been worse for nominal and relational memory. However, when 

verbatim memory was probed, middle number probe performance 

was similar to that for small and large number probe 

performance. 



Finally, small number performance was better across 

orderings when nominal and relational memory was tested. 
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Figure 27. orderings of Memory Tests x Type of Memory 
x Small, Middle, Large Number Probes: Verbatim 
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Figure 28. orderings of Memory Tests x Type of Memory 
x Small, Middle, Large Number Probes: Nominal 
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Figure 29. orderings of Memory Tests x Type of Memory 
x small, Middle, Large Number Probes: Relational 

The Age x Orderings of Memory Tests x Small, Middle, 

Large Number Probes x Numerical Distance - Near vs. Far 

interaction is plotted in Figures 30 through 33. Regardless 

of ordering, younger subjects performed best on small number 

probes when the alternatives were numerically close but 

poorest on small number probes when the alternatives were 

numerically distant. Worst performance was on probes for 

the middle number when numerical alternatives were close. 

The second graders, on the other hand, performed best on 

the probes for the middle number when alternatives were 

numerically close, and best on probes for the large number 

when alternatives were numerically distant. Additionally, 



when probes for alternatives were numerically distant for 

the middle and large numbers, performance was better when 
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verbatim probes were the second type of probe administered. 

An opposite pattern emerged with preschoolers. Here, 

performance decreased on orderings where verbatim probes 

were given in the middle of the order. 
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Middle, Large Number Probes x Near vs. Far: Pre - Near 
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Figure 32. Age x Orderings of Memory Tests x Small, 
Middle, Large Number Probes x Near vs. Far: Pre - Far 
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The final interaction, Age x Type of Memory x Small, 
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Middle, Large Number Probes x Numerical Distance - Near vs. 

Far, is graphed in Figures 34 through 39. As can be seen, 

in Figures 34 and 35 comparing near and far verbatim probes 

preschoolers and second graders demonstrated a different 

performance pattern on probes where alternatives were 

numerically close. As expected, second graders' overall 

performance was better. However, the preschoolers performed 

best on the probes for small numbers when alternatives were 

numerically close, and best on probes for large numbers when 

the alternatives were numerically distant. Again, second 

graders performed worse on small number probes when 



alternatives were numerically close but comparably across 

numbers with numerically distant alternatives. 
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Figure 34. Age x Type of Memory x Small, Middle, Large 
Number Probes x Near vs. Far: verbatim - Near 
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Figure 35. Age x Type of Memory x Small, Middle, Large 
Number Probes x Near vs. Far: verbatim - Far 

Moving to Figures 36 and 37, for nominal memory, Figure 

36, the preschoolers' performance drops precipitously on 

middle number probes for numerically close alternatives 

relative to probes for small and large numbers. However, 

this was not the case when the alternatives were numerically 

distant (Figure 37). Here, performance appears to be stable 

across probes for varying number size. Older subjects 

demonstrated an interesting pattern when comparing small and 

large number probe performance across graphs. For 

numerically close alternatives for the small number relative 

to those that were numerically distant, performance was 



better. However, for the large number, performance was 

poorer. 
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Figure 36. Age x Type of Memory x Small, Middle, Large 
Number Probes x Near vs. Far: Nominal - Near 
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Figure 37. Age x Type of Memory x Small, Middle, Large 
Number Probes x Near vs. Far: Nominal - Far 



Figures 38 and 39 plot relational memory performance 

and show a similarly interesting pattern for preschoolers 

when comparing near and far probes for the small number. 
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Here, the preschoolers perform significantly better on 

numerically close alternatives (Graph 38) in comparison to 

those numerically distant (Graph 39). Additionally, on 

numerically close alternatives, performance was worse on the 

middle and large number probes relative to probes for the 

small number. 
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Figure 39. Age x Type of Memory x Small, Middle, Large 
Number Probes x Near vs. Far: Relational - Far 

Proportional ANOVA The ANOVA using proportion of 

correct responses as the dependent variable, had the 

independent variables of Age as the between subjects 

variable, and Orderings of Memory Tests (verbatim-nominal-. . relat1onal, VRN, NVR, NRV, RNV, RVN), Problems per Subject, 

and Type of Memory (Verbatim, Nominal, Relational) as the 

within subject factors. ~he analysis returned only one 

significant main effect, that of Age (F(1,60) = 8.17, MSe = 

2.43, P < .01). No significant interactions were returned. 
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contingency Table Analysis 

In Experiment 2, there were four contingency table 

analyses run: a within-within contingency, which measured 

dependencies between probes for the same number and of the 

same type; a within-between contingency, which measured 

dependencies between probes for the same number where the 

probes were of different types; a between-within 

contingency, which measured dependencies between probes for 

different numbers of the same type, and; a between-between 

contingency, which measured dependencies between probes for 

different numbers when the probes were of different types. 

Each analysis yielded six tables: two age groups x three 

types of memory probes (for the within tables), or three 

pairings of memory types - verbatim-to-nominal, verbatim-to

relational, and nominal-to-relational. For each of the four 

analyses, likelihood ratios were calculated. Below, the raw 

data tables are listed separately and are followed by tables 

of likelihood ratios. 

within-within contingency The within-within 

contingency looked for dependencies within probes for the 

same number (near and far) and within type of memory test 

(verbatim, nominal, or relational). Therefore, proportion 

of correct responses indicated the liklihood that, for any 

given number, a correct response on a near probe was also 

correctly answered for the far probe. 
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Within-within 

Verbatim Nominal Relational 

Pre 2nd Pre 2nd Pre 2nd 

unconditional .59 .65 .606 .68 .59 .66 

conditional .58 .72 .605 .72 .57 .69 

relation I D I D I D 

Table 12. Relationship of within Probes and Within 
Memory Type 

The older subjects showed dependence on all three 

tables, and each was statistically significant at .01 or 

less. The likelihood ratio values and their corresponding 

significance levels are reported in Table 13. 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value significance 

preschool verbatim .97021 .32 

preschool nominal .01651 .90 

preschool relational 1.69169 .19 

second verbatim 32.05206 .00000* 

second nominal 10.47694 .00121* 

second relational 11.29093 .00078* 

Note: * = p < .01 

Table 13. significance of within-within contingency 
Table Analysis 
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within-Between contingency The within-between 

contingency looked for dependencies within probes (near and 

far) for the same number, (e.g. the small number) but 

between memory types. The results of liklihood ratio tests 

are listed below in Table 14. 

within-Between 

Ver-Nom Ver-Rel Nom-ReI 

Pre 2nd Pre 2nd Pre 2nd 

unconditional .63 .68 .58 .69 .579 .69 

conditional .62 .67 .60 .70 .584 .70 

relation I I I I I I 

Table 14. Relationship within Probe and Between Memory 
Type 

The analysis between memory types yielded independence 

on all of the six tables. The likelihood ratios and their 

significance are listed below in Table 15. 
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Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value Significance 

preschool ver to nom .00151 .969 

preschool ver to reI .12468 .724 

preschool nom to reI .00925 .923 

second ver to nom 1. 67295 .196 

second ver to reI .68121 .409 

second nom to reI 1.28217 .257 

Note: * = p < .01 

Table 15. significance of Within-Between contingency 
Table Analysis 

Between-within contingency The between-within 

contingency looked for dependencies between probes for 

different numbers and within type, and both ages on all 

memory types yielded dependence. Results of dependencies 

are reported in Table 16, and their relative significance 

ratios are found in Table 17. 
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Between-Within 

verbatim Nominal Relational 

Pre 2nd Pre 2nd Pre 2nd 

unconditional .60 .65 .64 .67 .57 .69 

conditional .62 .68 .67 .72 .60 .75 

relation D D D D D D 

Table 16. Relationship of Between Probe and within 
Memory Type 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value significance 

preschool verbatim 6.55002 .01* 

preschool nominal 17.75223 .00003* 

preschool relational 13.98559 .00018* 

second verbatim 27.19936 .00000* 

second nominal 72.37132 .00000* 

second relational 87.52620 .00000* 

Note: * = p < .01 

Table 17. significance of Between-within contingency 
Table Analysis 
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Between-Between Analysis The between-between 

contingency looked at dependencies between probes for 

different numbers between different types of memory. A 

summary of stochastic dependencies are given below, and show 

strong dependencies for both age groups and for all 

pairings. 

Between-Between 

Ver-Nom Ver-Rel Nom-ReI 

Pre 2nd Pre 2nd Pre 

unconditional .63 .64 .58 .70 .62 

conditional .66 .67 .59 .72 .65 

relational D D D D D 

Table 18. Relationship Between Probe and Between 
Memory Types 

2nd 

.69 

.72 

D 
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Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value significance 

preschool ver to nom 28.90944 .000* 

preschool ver to reI 14.61185 .000* 

preschool nom to reI 31. 64113 .000* 

second ver to nom 90.46072 .000* 

second ver to reI 50.23993 .000* 

second nom to re1 59.13602 .000* 

Note: * = p < .001 

Table 19. significance of Between-Between contingency 
Table Analysis 

Summary 

To summarize, the key findings from Experiment 2 

analyses were: 

1) Preschool subjects performed better on probes where 

the alternatives were numerically close, versus those 

numerically distant, and on probes for small numbers. They 

performed worst on probes for the middle number. 

2) Preschool performed best on nominal memory probes. 

3) Ordering did not have a significant impact on 

performance, regardless of age, unless near vs. far 

alternatives were included. 

4) Second graders demonstrated little variability 

across memory type, size, or distance between alternatives 



but performed worse on orderings where gist memory probes 

were separated by probes for verbatim memory. 

5) Independence was found between memory types, not 

between probes, for both age groups. 

Experiment 3 
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Experiment 3 examined the effects of training on 

developmental differences in verbatim and gist memory and in 

the relationship between them. As in the preceding 

experiments, both analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 

contingency table analyses were run. 

Analysis of variance 

As in Experiment 2, two ANOVA's were computed, one 

using the raw error/success data as the dependent variable 

and the other using the proportion of correct responses as 

the dependent variable. 

Error/Success ANOVA Age, Orderings of Memory Types, 

and Condition Type - Experimental vs. Control were the 

between subjects variables. The within-subjects variables 

consisted of Problems per Subject, Type of Memory, and 

Probes per type of memory which measured effect of small, 

medium, and large number size. The dependent variable was 

raw error/success data. To summarize, the factors of 

consideration for Experiment 3, were: 

1. age - a between subjects variable 

a) preschoolers, age five and under 
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b) second graders, age seven and over 

2. order of memory tests - between subjects factor 

a) verbatim-nominal-relational (VNR) d) RNV 

b) VRN e) NRV 

c) RVN f) NVR 

3. training - between subjects factor 

a) 1/2 subjects trained (experimental group (E» 

b) 1/2 subjects no training (control group (C» 

4. problems per subject - within subjects factor (8) 

5. type of memory probed - within subjects factor 

a) verbatim 

b) nominal gist 

c) relational gist 

6. probes per problem relative to size of number - within 

subjects factor 

a) small 

b) middle 

c) large 

Main effects of Age, F(1,48) = 29.09, MSe = 34.84, P < 

.01; Type of Memory, F(2,96) = 8.33, MSe = 4.28, P < .01; 

and Small, Middle, and Large Probe, F(2,96) = 16.40, MSe = 

3.34, P < .01, were significant. Moreover, the ANOVA 

produced significant two-way interactions for Age x Problem, 

F(7,336) = 2.12, MSe = .74, P < .05; Age x Type of Memory, 

F(2,96) = 6.01, MSe = 3.09, P < .01; and Age x Small, 
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Middle, Large probe, F(2,96) = 7.57, MSe = 1.54, P ~ .001. 

Age x Problem x Type of Memory, F(14,672) = 1.82, MSe = .37, 

P < .05; Age x Type of Memory x small, Middle, and Large 

Probe, F(4,192) = 4.86, MSe = 1.12, P ~ .001, and Problem x 

Type of Memory x Small, Middle, Large Probe, F(28,1344) = 

1.50, MSe = .28, P < .05 were also found to be significant. 

Beginning with the two-way interactions, Age x Problem 

is plotted in Figure 40. It can be seen that older subjects 

performed at a higher rate of accuracy than did their 

younger cohorts. with movement across problems, younger 

subjects appear to have fluctuated in performance from 

problem to problem. However, the second graders performed 

in a relatively consistent manner across problems. It 

should be noted that problems 2,4,6, and 8 were prompted 

items for the experimental conditions subjects. 
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Figure 40. Age x Problem: Raw Error/success ANOVA 

The Age x Type of Memory interaction is plotted in 

Figure 41. Here, it can be seen that the preschoolers 

demonstrated consistent performance across verbatim and 

nominal memory probes. The second graders appeared to 
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perform worst on the verbatim probes, better on nominal, and 

best on the relational probes. However, post hoc tests 

(Tukey) confirmed that second graders did not perform 

significantly different between memory probes. 
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Figure 41. Age x Memory Type: Raw Error/Success ANOVA 

A between memory type interaction is noted in the 

results of the interaction for grade, problem, and memory 

type. Again, as previously observed in the Grade X Problem 

interaction, there is a clear developmental difference with 

the second grade subjects outperforming the preschoolers. 

But we see, in Figures 42 - 44, that a distinctly different 

pattern emerged in the verbatim problems. On' the nominal 

(Figure 43) and relational probes (Figure 44), the same 

problem-to-problem fluctuations occurred as in the 

previously mentioned two-way interaction, yet this pattern 

was most pronounced in the nominal condition for the younger 

subjects. Additionally, the older and younger subjects' 

performance was different on a number of problems within the 
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nominal and relational probes. Specifically, preschoolers 

and second graders were differentially affected on the 

nominal probes for problems 4, 5, and 6 and with relational 

probes on problems 3 and 5. However, performance on 

verbatim probes yielded a very different performance 

pattern; older subjects maintained a relatively stable level 

of performance across problems while the preschool subjects' 

performance fluctuated between problems although not to the 

degree that they had on nominal and relational probes. 

Interestingly, a post hoc test returned a negatively 

significant result for the younger subjects' performance for 

nominal memory probes, where performance fluctuations seemed 

most pronounced. 
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In the Age x Type of Memory Test x Small, Middle, Large 

Number Probe, plotted in Figures 45 through 47, it can be 

seen that younger subjects' performance decreased as the 

number probed got larger, accept when nominal memory was 

tested. Older subjects' performance, on the other hand, 

decreased on probes for the large numbers when verbatim and 

nominal memory was tested, but not when relational memory 

was tested. 
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To summarize, the older subjects performed similarly on 

the verbatim and nominal problems, but best, and 

differently, on the probes within the relational memory 

test. Preschoolers, on the other hand, performed alike on 

the verbatim and relational problems across probes. 

Overall, across all memory types, the younger subjects 

demonstrated poorer performance on probes for large numbers. 

Problem x Type of Memory x Small, Middle, Large Number 

Probe is the final significant interaction returned from 

this analysis, and it is plotted in Figures 48 - 50. When 

looking at the verbatim probe graph, Figure 48, all subjects 

performed best on large number probes when verbatim memory 

was tested. In contrast, in the nominal and relational 

memory tests, subjects performed better on small number 

probes. 
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Proportional ANOVA For the AN OVA using proportion of 

correct responses as the dependent variable, the independent 

variables consisted of the between subjects variable of Age, 

while Orderings of Memory Tests, Experimental vs. Control 

Condition, Problems per Subject, and Type of Memory were the 

between subjects variables. 

The analysis returned main effects for Age, F(l,48) = 

29.09, MSe = 11.61, P < .01; and Type of Memory, F(2,96) = 

8.33, MSe = 1.43, P < .01. The interactions of Age x 

Problems per Subject, F(7,336) = 2.12, MSe = .25, P < .05; 

and Age x Type of Memory, F(2.96) = 6.01, MSe = 1.03, P 

<.Oli and the three-way interaction of Age x Problems per 



Subject x Type of Memory, F(14,672) 

.05. 

1.82, MSe 
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.12, P < 

The proportional ANOVA returned similar significant 

interactions to those returned from the raw error/success 

ANOVA, previously discussed. The reader is referred back to 

this earlier discussion. 

Contingency Table Analyses 

In Experiment 3, three separate contingency table 

analyses were conducted: a within-between contingency that 

measured dependencies between probes for the same number 

between types, a between-within contingency that measured 

dependencies between probes for different numbers of the 

same type, and a between-between contingency that measured 

dependencies between probes for different numbers between 

types. A within-within analysis was not possible in 

Experiment 3 since there was only one probe per number type 

(small, middle, or large) . Each analysis yielded 12 tables 

(2 age groups X 2 conditions, experimental vs. control, X 3 

memory type comparisons) . 

Within-Between Contingency As in Experiment 2, the 

within-between analysis looked for dependencies within 

probes for the same number and between memory types. The 

within-between contingency table ratios have been corrected 

for spurious relationships in order to discern true 

dependencies, and are listed in Table 20. 
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Control Group 

Within-Between 

Ver-Nom Ver-Rel Nom-ReI 

(collapsed) Pre 2nd Pre 2nd Pre 2nd 

unconditional .54 .53 .426 .53 .60 .62 

conditional .52 .62 .40 .50 .58 .65 

relation I D I I I I 

Experimental Group 

Ver-Nom Ver-Rel Nom-ReI 

Pre 2nd Pre 2nd Pre 2nd 

unconditional .45 .53 .46 .64 .57 .68 

conditional .51 .60 .54 .78 .59 .92 

relation D D D D D D 

Table 20. Relationship of Within-Between: Experimental vs. 
Control 

Significance of the within probe, between type 
contingencies are listed in Table 21. 
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Experiment 3 

CONTROL 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value Significance 

preschool ver to nom .60719 .436 

preschool ver to rel .59769 .439 

preschool nom to rel .53794 .463 

second ver to nom 13.16898 .000 * 
second ver to rel 1.70260 .192 

second nom to rel 2.98717 .08 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value Significance 

preschool ver to nom 9.96579 .001 * 
preschool ver to rel 22.25394 .000 * 
preschool nom to rel 45.22694 .000 * 
second ver to nom 70.45943 .000 * 
second ver to rel 18.02684 .000 * 
second nom to rel 5.98124 .01 * 
Note: * p ~ .01 

Table 21. Significance of Within-Between Contingency 
Table Analyses: Experiment 3 
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Between-Within Contingency The between-within 

contingency looked at relationships between probes for 

different numbers within memory type. As seen in Table 22 

below, preschool subjects in the experimental condition 

demonstrated dependency for nominal memory. Second graders 

yielded dependencies under both conditions and for all 

memory types with the one exception being independence in 

the relational control condition. The significance of the 

above dependencies are listed in Table 23. 
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Control Group 

Between-Within 

Verbatim Nominal Relational 

Pre 2nd Pre 2nd Pre 2nd 

unconditional .54 .53 .43 .60 .46 .66 

conditional .52 .62 .40 .82 .49 .69 

relation I D I D I I 

Experimental Group 

Between-Within 

Verbatim Nominal Relational 

Pre 2nd Pre 2nd Pre 2nd 

unconditional .45 .53 .46 .64 .57 .68 

conditional .47 .65 .55 .82 .59 .71 

relation I D D D I D 

Table 22. Relationship of Between-Within: Experimental 
vs. Control 
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Experiment 3 

CONTROL 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value Significance 

preschool verbatim .60719 .43 

preschool nominal .59769 .44 

preschool relational .46329 .54 

second verbatim 13.16898 .0003* 

second nominal 118.90624 .00000* 

second relational .08393 .08 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value Significance 

preschool verbatim .68964 .40 

preschool nominal 10.03268 .001* 

preschool relational .43508 .50 

second verbatim 22.25394 .00000* 

second nominal 70.45943 .00000* 

second relational 5.98124 .01* 

Note: * p < .01 

Table 23. Significance of Between-Within Contingency 
Table Analyses: Experiment 3 
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Between-Between Contingency The between-between 

contingency looked for relationships between probes for 

different numbers between memory types. Table 24 lists 

dependencies found for the between-between contingencies. 

The preschoolers yielded independence on all comparisons 

within the experimental condition but, in the control 

condition, they were found to demonstrate independence in 

only the verbatim-to-relational pairings (see Table 25). In 

contrast, the second graders demonstrated dependency on all 

pairings in both conditions with one exception; in the 

experimental nominal-to-relational condition, significance 

was only approached. 
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Control Group 

Between-Between 

Ver-Nom Ver-Rel Nom-ReI 

Pre 2nd Pre 2nd Pre 2nd 

unconditional .52 .54 .47 .60 .33 .50 

conditional .57 .59 .50 .64 .38 .54 

relation D D I D D D 

Experimental Group 

Ver-Nom Ver-Rel Nom-ReI 

Pre 2nd Pre 2nd Pre 2nd 

unconditional .46 .59 .435 .53 .382 .49 

conditional .49 .63 .434 .58 .382 .51 

relation I D I D I I 

Table 24. Relationship of Between-Between: 
Experimental vs. Control 
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Experiment 3 

CONTROL 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value Significance 

preschool ver to nom 4.59588 .03** 

preschool ver to reI 2.45731 .12 

preschool nom to reI 7.87701 .005* 

second ver to nom 21.70448 .000* 

second ver to reI 15.08158 .000* 

second nom to reI 7.89690 .004* 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Age Type Likelihood Ratio Value Significance 

preschool ver to nom 1.79452 .18 

preschool ver to reI .00683 .93 

preschool nom to reI .00032 .99 

second ver to nom 11.34108 .000* 

second ver to reI 17.56672 .000* 

second nom to reI 3.41202 .06 

Note: * = p < .01; ** = p < .05 

Table 25. Significance of Between-Between Contingency 
Table Analyses: Experiment 3 
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Summary 

In sum, the key findings from Experiment 3 were: 

1) The experimental versus control comparison did not 

produce a significant effect. However, a post hoc test 

confirmed an interference effect for younger subjects on 

prompted items probing nominal memory. 

2) Older subjects performed better on relational 

memory probes. 

3) Younger subjects performed better on small number 

probes and worst on large. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY 
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A total of four questions were explored in this study; 

two of the questions were geared toward discerning 

developmental differences in verbatim/gist extraction, and 

two focused on verbatim/gist trace independence. Therefore, 

the questions of interest fell into two categories -

developmental differences and trace independence. The 

questions of interest concerning Developmental Differences, 

were: 

1. Are there distinct developmental differences in gist 

extraction? 

2. Does training on gist extraction have an affect on any 

existing developmental differences? 

The questions concerning Trace Independence, were: 

1. Are gist/verbatim memory independent or dependent upon 

each other? 

2. Does order of memory probes or numerical distance 

between probes affect gist/verbatim performance? 

The second question within each primary investigative 

concept was related to empirical manipulations that would 

address the primary question of interest. The final chapter 

discusses how the results from the three experiments provide 



answers to these questions and also supports Fuzzy Trace 

Theory (FTT). 

Developmental Differences in Gist/Verbatim Extraction 
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IPT believes that gist information is extracted from 

the necessary verbatim information already encoded. Younger 

children, due to a weakly developed inference ability, rely 

almost solely on verbatim information from which to reason. 

Older children, although still better on verbatim probes 

than those probing gist memory, do better on gist probes due 

to more highly developed inference abilities. FTT, on the 

other hand, states that separate processes are responsible 

for memory for verbatim and gist information, and memory is 

not constructive in the traditional IPT sense. FTT and IPT 

agree that younger children's performance will be better for 

verbatim memory versus that for gist, but for very different 

reasons. Additionally, FTT also believes that young 

children have a weakly developed ability to extract gist. 

However, this in no way implies gist dependence upon 

verbatim traces, but simply a yet-to-be developed ability to 

abstractively conceptualize. A number of results from the 

experiments run here support FTT's conception of extraction. 

First, in Experiment 1, a straight verbatim test was 

administered while memory load was manipulated. No age 

difference was found when only three numerical inputs were 

probed. However, when memory load was increased to five 
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numerical inputs, performance decreased significantly for 

younger subjects, as expected, but improved slightly for 

older subjects, contrary to IPT but consistent with FTT. 

Clearly, if only one memory source was being tapped, an 

increase in memory load would have taxed both age group's 

performance, although to a lesser extent for the older 

subjects. This of course was not the case and instead, for 

older subjects, an increase in memory load led to an 

improvement in performance. The implication is that older 

subjects shifted to some other cognitive process, notably 

gist extraction, rather than simply relying on verbatim 

memory. 

Secondly, in Experiments 2 and 3, it was consistently 

found that older subjects performed better on gist probes 

and worse on verbatim probes, while preschoolers performed 

better on verbatim probes and worse on those for gist 

memory. Again, these results offer support for trace 

independence but counter IPT, which supports verbatim 

superiority regardless of age. 

Trace Independence 

Stochastic dependency tests bore out the expectation of 

trace independence. These results were in contrast to IPT 

expectations, which supposes a dependency on verbatim 

numerical inputs in order to remember numerical gists. 
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For example, preschool subjects within the control 

condition yielded independence in a contingency table 

analysis of probes for the same number but between memory 

type. Yet, preschoolers placed in the experimental 

condition demonstrated dependencies for the same contingency 

table analysis. Clearly, the prompt to utilize gist 

extraction processes impacted preschoolers' performance in 

the experimental group. 

Additionally, Experiment 3 found preschoolers in the 

experimental condition performing better on gist probes 

while performing worse on verbatim probes. However, support 

was not only found for memory independence, but there was 

also strong support for memory interference. 

When post hoc tests (Tukey) were run comparing promted 

versus unprompted probes for preschool subjects, a 

negatively significant result was returned. Preschool 

subjects appear to have been distracted from a natural 

inclination to extract gist when they were encouraged to do 

so and, as a consequence, subjects' performance was 

significantly impacted. 

Other results that support verbatim-gist independence 

was provided by the test orderings and numerical probe 

distance manipulations. Younger subjects performed better 

on verbatim tests when those tests were administered first. 
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However, although significant interactions were found where 

numerical distance was a variable, post hoc tests did not 

confirm that numerical distance impacted significantly 

relative to age performance. 

In summary, three of the four questions posed were 

answered conclusively and affirmatively. Indeed, younger 

children tended to rely on verbatim memory more than gist, 

while the opposite was true for older children. Training 

appeared to have an interference effect on preschoolers' 

performance, yet yielded dependencies similar to those 

exhibited by older subjects. 

In relation to trace independence, contingency table 

analyses supported trace independence, as did results 

related to memory load, tested in Experiment 1. The fourth 

question regarding order of memory probes and the effects of 

numerical distance yielded limited insight due to the 

complex nature of the interactions each variable was a part 

of and insignificant post hoc results. 
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APPENDIX A 

STORIES 

1. There was a great big machine made of lots of metal. The 
machine was made with pieces of iron, pieces of 
copper, pieces of gold, pieces of Sifver, and 
pieces or-lead. This was a brg-machine. 

2. A little girl walked into a bookstore and picked up 
magazines, books, newspapers, comic books, and 

maps. She payed for-them all and left. 

3. In Jeff's living room, his family had lots of furniture. 
They had chairs, tables, couches, lamps, and 

desks-.--Their living room was-rulll 

4. On a rainy day, Bob and Beth were bored. Mom said to 
come and make pies in the kitchen. They aade cherry 
pies, blueberry pies, apple pies, strawberry 
pies, and cream pies. They had fun. 

5. One day, outside of the classroom, the kids could hear 
music playing. When they looked outside the window, they 
saw trumpets, drums, pianos, violins, and 
guitars. 

6. One day in class, the teacher asked all the kids how they 
liked to travel best. liked airplanes, liked cars, 

liked boats, liked motorcycles, and liked 
trains. 

7. Mary went to the ocean for the first time. One day she 
decided to count the different color boats. She say 
yellow boats, red boats, blue boats, green 
boats, and -purple boats. She thought they were pretty. 

8. At Ted's school they had a great big play ground. On the 
playground, they had swings, monkeybars, 
sandboxes, teetertotters. and slides. The-kids 
loved the playground. 
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1. Jimmy had a big family. He had cousins. aunts. 
grandparents, uncles, and ---brothers. They all 

had a good time together. 

2. Sarah had a lot of pets. She had dogs. cats, 
rabbits, hamsters, and birds.--rhey all-rTved inside 
her house-:--

3. It was Chuck's birthday party. When he walked in the 
house, he saw red balloons, green balloons. 
yellow balloon~ purple balloons, and blue balloons. 
He was very happy-I-.-

4. Mother was making cookies one day. On the table she had 
spoons, cookie trays, measuring cups, 

rolling pins~nd bowls. T~cookies smelled good 
cooking.4. Mother was making cookies one day. 

5. One day in school the kids were asked to draw pictures of 
their bodies. Cindy was being silly and drew a body with 

heads, feet, arms, eyes, and legs. 
Everyone laughed at her-silly picture. 

6. Next door to Jimmy's some people were building a new 
house. One day while no one was working, he walked over and 
saw hammers, screwdrivers, saws, nai Is. and 

wrenches. He saw a lot of tools-.--

7. Sally's family lik.ed birds a lot. In their house they 
had parrots, robins. blue jays, cardinals. 
and sparrows.--rhat's a lor-of birds in one housel 

8. Robert was helping his mother clean house. He dusted 
desks, television sets, chairs, tables, and 
bookshelves. Robert was a biglhelp. 
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1. There was a special machine that made car parts. One day 
the machine made car doors, engines, steering 
wheels, wheel~and horn~It was a bUSY machine. 

2. When a group of children went to the zoo, they saw many 
animals. They saw tigers, elephants, giraffes, 

lions, and bears. The children had fun-.--

3. In a flower garden there can be flowers of many colors. 
In this garden there are yellow flowers, green 
flowers, blue flowers-,-- red flowers, a~ purple 
flowers. -rhere were a lot or-flowers. 

4. One day Mary's family went to the store to look for 
kitchen items. At the store Mary saw stoves, 
refrigerators, sinks, freezer~and cupboards. 
She was bored shopping. 

5. In school one day, Sherry was telling her friends how 
many games she played over the weekend. She said she played 

football games, soccor games, baseball games, 
--- basketball games~nd hockey games. She played a 
lot I 

6. When Mary was very thirsty, she said she could drink 
glasses of milk, glasses of water, glasses of 
lemonade, glasses of orange juice, and glasses of 
soda. She-sllre must have been thirstyl 

7. Mark's family lived on a farm. They had cows, 
pigs, horses, chickens, and 
loved animals. 

8. It was Jimmy's turn to do the dishes. 
spoons, bowls, cups, plates, 
was happy when he was-finishe~ 

goats-.--Their family 

He washed 
and pans. He 
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